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Abstract
This paper extends the Common Correlated E ects Pooled (CCEP) estimator
to homogeneous dynamic panels. In this setting CCEP su ers from a large bias
when the time series dimension (T ) is fixed. We develop a bias-corrected estimator
that is valid for a multi-factor error structure provided that a su cient number of
cross-sectional averages, and lags thereof, are added to the model. We show that the
resulting CCEPbc estimator is consistent as the number of cross-sections (N) tends
to infinity, both for T fixed or growing large. Monte Carlo experiments show that
our correction o ers strong improvements in terms of bias and variance.
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1 Introduction
In an influential paper, Pesaran (2006) proposed the Common Correlated E ects (CCE)
approach to estimate panels with a multi-factor error structure. The procedure relies on
augmenting the model with the cross-sectional averages of the observed variables such
that asymptotically - as the cross-sectional dimension N æ Œ - the e ect of unobserved
common factors is eliminated. This is critical in many practical settings as common factors
in the error term result in misleading inference and even induce endogeneity when they
are correlated with the explanatory variables. Under the appropriate set of assumptions,
both the mean group (CCEMG) and the pooled (CCEP) version of the CCE approach
are shown to be consistent as N æ Œ for either the time series dimension (T ) fixed or
T æ Œ. Building on the results in Pesaran (2006), the CCE approach is shown to be
robust to a variety of more general settings such as unit roots in the factors (Kapetanios
et al., 2011), spatial correlation in the idiosyncratic errors (Pesaran and Tosetti, 2011) or,
under certain conditions, an infinite number of factors (Chudik et al., 2011). Moreover, it
can easily be adjusted to account for endogenous regressors (Harding and Lamarche, 2011).
The straightforwardness of the CCE approach in combination with its robustness seem to
be very appealing to practitioners and has led to numerous applications in a variety of
empirical settings, especially in a macroeconomic context.
The CCE approach is well developed in the static model but was originally not intended
for use in dynamic settings. Dynamic models are however commonplace in economics
where variables are often slow to react to changes in their determinants and hence display
considerable persistence over time. Typically a lagged dependent variable is added to the
specification as an easy way to account for these dynamics. However, this leads to new
econometric challenges. A well-known result from Nickell (1981) is that in dynamic panel
data regressions the Fixed E ects (FE) estimator is inconsistent as N æŒ but T is fixed.
The presence of cross-sectional dependence further complicates matters. Everaert and De
Groote (2016) show that for a temporally dependent factor the FE estimator is inconsistent
even as both N, T æŒ while the CCEP estimator is inconsistent as N æŒ with T fixed.
Moreover, the asymptotic bias of the CCEP estimator is shown to be considerably more
sizable compared to the standard dynamic panel data bias of the FE estimator under cross-
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sectional independence. Especially in highly persistent panels, a notable bias remains even
for moderately large T up to 50. Monte Carlo simulations further show that the small
sample properties of the CCEP estimator are not very sensitive to the size of N . Hence, in
dynamic panels it is mainly the time series dimension that should be su ciently large to
allow for reliable CCEP estimation and inference. Similar results are obtained by Chudik
and Pesaran (2015) for the CCEMG estimator in dynamic panels. In an attempt to correct
for its fixed T bias, they suggest the recursive mean adjustment of So and Shin (1999)
or the half-panel jackknife of Dhaene and Jochmans (2015). Although these approaches
succeed in mitigating the bias, they are unable to fully resolve the issue for small T panels.
In this paper we focus on the homogeneous dynamic panel model and derive a bias-
corrected CCEP estimator (referred to as CCEPbc) based on large N analytical bias ex-
pressions allowing for multiple common factors and exogenous variables. We show that,
when correctly specified, the resulting estimator is consistent as N æ Œ with T fixed or
T æŒ. Monte Carlo simulations show that CCEPbc provides considerable improvements
(in terms of both bias and variance) over the original CCEP estimator and is practically
unbiased on all settings. Moreover, CCEPbc is found to outperform both (i) alternative
bias-adjusted CCEP estimators and (ii) the bias-corrected least squares with interactive
fixed e ects estimator of Moon and Weidner (2017), which is the main alternative to the
CCEP methodology in dynamic panels. We find that CCEPbc also has an actual size close
to the desired nominal level even when T is small.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the model
and assumptions. In section 3 we extend the CCEP estimator to homogeneous dynamic
panel data models and derive expressions for its finite T inconsistency that will be used in
section 4 to construct a bias-corrected CCEP estimator. Monte Carlo simulation results are
presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes. Mathematical proofs are presented in Appendix
A. Appendix B contains additional small sample simulation results for the experiments
reported in section 5.
Before proceeding we introduce some notation that will be used throughout the paper:
For a T ◊ c matrix A, A(i, j) denotes the (i, j)-th element in A, ÎAÎ =
Ò
tr (AAÕ) denotes
the Euclidian (Frobenius) matrix norm, tr(.) the trace and (AÕA)≠ is the Moore-Penrose
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pseudo-inverse of AÕA. A ≠p subscript corresponds to the p-period lag of the respective
variable or matrix so thatA≠p = LpA, where L is the lag operator. (N, T )seq. æŒ denotes
the sequential limit where first N and then T tends to infinity.
2 Model and assumptions
Consider the following first-order dynamic panel data model
yit = –i + ﬂyi,t≠1 + xÕit— + uit, (1)
uit = “ Õift + Áit, (2)
for i = 1, ..., N and t = 1, ..., T and where yit is the observation on the dependent variable
for unit i at time t, –i is an unobserved individual e ect, xit an individual-specific kx ◊ 1
column vector of strictly exogenous regressors and uit a multi-factor error term that is
composed of a (m◊ 1) vector of unobserved common factors ft with heterogeneous factor
loadings “i and an idiosyncratic error term Áit. The unknown parameters ﬂ and — are
assumed to be homogeneous over cross-sections and bounded by a finite constant. For
notational convenience we assume yi0 known.
Following Pesaran et al. (2013) we also exploit information regarding the unobserved
common factors that is shared by variables other than yit and xit. To this end consider a
kg ◊ 1 vector of individual-specific strictly exogenous covariates git that have no e ect on
the dependent variable yit but that are driven by the same factors ft that drive yit. The
individual-specific covariates and other variables are collected in the k ◊ 1 column vector
zit = (xÕit,gÕit)Õ, with k = kx + kg, and are assumed to be generated as
zit =
Qcaxit
git
Rdb = cz,i + pÿ
l=1
⁄lzi,t≠l +  Õift + vit, (3)
where cz,i is a k ◊ 1 column vector of unobserved individual e ects, p denotes the autore-
gressive order of zit1, ⁄l is a k ◊ k matrix of coe cients corresponding to lags l = 1, . . . , p
of zit,  i is a m◊ k matrix of factor loadings and vit a k◊ 1 vector of idiosyncratic errors.
1The assumption that p is equal for all variables in zit is for notational convenience only and can easily
be relaxed within the current notation by interpreting p as the maximum lag length and setting some of
the parameters in ⁄l equal to zero.
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We make the following assumptions:
Assumption 1. (Idiosyncratic errors) The individual-specific error terms Áit and vjt are
zero mean variables distributed independently across i and t and of each other for all i, j
and t with finite moments up to the fourth order. In particular,
Áit ≥ IID(0,‡2Á), vit ≥ IID(0, v),
with both ‡2Á and  v bounded positive definite.
Assumption 2. (Common factors) The m common factors ft are covariance stationary
with absolute summable autocovariances and bounded fourth moments and are distributed
independently of the idiosyncratic errors and of the factor loadings “i and  i.
Assumption 3. (Factor loadings) The individual-specific factor loadings “i and  i are
distributed independently across i, and are independent of Áit, vjt and ft for all i, j and
t with finite fixed means “ and  , respectively, and bounded moments up to the fourth
order. In particular, for the factor loadings in (2),
“i = “ + ÷i, ÷i ≥ IID(0, ÷), (4)
with  ÷ a m◊m bounded positive definite matrix.
Assumption 4. (Rank condition) The (1 + k) ◊m matrix C = (“, )Õ is of full column
rank such that rank(C) = m Æ k + 1.
Assumption 5. (Stationarity) |ﬂ| < 1 and the the elements in ⁄l are such that ⁄(L) =
Ik ≠qpl=1 ⁄lLl is invertible. The process of yit was initiated in the infinite past.
For future reference, we stack the model in equation (1) over time
yi = –iÿT + ﬂyi,≠1 +Xi— + F“i + Ái = –iÿT +wi” + F“i + Ái, (5)
where ” = (ﬂ,—Õ)Õ and wi = (yi,≠1,Xi), yi = (yi1, . . . , yiT )Õ, yi,≠1 = (yi0, . . . , yi,T≠1)Õ, ÿT is a
(T◊1) column vector of ones, Xi = (xi1, . . . ,xiT )Õ, F = (f1, . . . , fT )Õ and Ái = (Ái1, . . . , ÁiT )Õ.
Similarly specify Gi = (gi1, . . . ,giT )Õ and Zi = (Xi,Gi). Further stacking over individuals
y = (IN ¢ ÿT )–+ ﬂy≠1 +X— + (IN ¢ F) + Á, (6)
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with y = (yÕ1, . . . ,yÕN)Õ, X = (XÕ1, . . . ,XÕN)Õ, – = (–1, . . . ,–N)Õ,   = (“ Õ1, . . . ,“ ÕN)Õ and
Á = (ÁÕ1, . . . , ÁÕN)Õ. Based on Ass.5 the expression in equation (6) can be inverted to get
y = (IN ¢ ÿT )–+ +X+— + F+ + Á+, (7)
with F+ = (IN ¢ F+) and variables with a + superscript defined as X+ = (1 ≠ ﬂL)≠1X.
The infinite sums Á+, X+ and F+ will be of particular interest for the asymptotic bias
expression of the CCEP estimator.
3 CCEP estimation in dynamic panels
Pesaran (2006) developed the CCE approach in a static model with strictly exogenous
regressors and showed that under Ass.4 the di erential e ects of the unobserved factors
can be eliminated as N æ Œ by augmenting the model with the cross-section averages
(CSA) of the observables. In this section, we first review whether the CSA still serve as
suitable proxies for the factors in homogeneous dynamic panels, and show that, in contrast
to the static case, the CCEP estimator is inconsistent when N æŒ and T fixed by deriving
bias expressions that will be used in section 4 to construct bias-adjusted CCEP estimators.
3.1 Cross-sectional averages as proxies for the common factors
Rewriting equations (1)-(3) as
ﬂ (L) yit = –i + xÕit— + “ Õift + Áit,
⁄ (L) zit = cz,i +  Õift + vit,
where ﬂ(L) = 1≠ ﬂL and ⁄(L) = Ik≠qpl=1 ⁄lLl, and taking cross-sectional averages yields
ﬂ (L) y¯t = –¯+ x¯Õt— + “ Õft +Op(N≠1/2), (8)
⁄ (L) z¯t = c¯z +  Õft +Op(N≠1/2), (9)
with the a x notation on y¯t used to denote the cross-sectional average y¯t = N≠1
qN
i=1 yit
and similarly for all other series. Under Assumption 4 that C has full column rank, we can
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solve for ft to obtain
ft = (CÕC)≠1CÕ
Qca
SWUﬂ(L) ≠—úÕ
0 ⁄ (L)
TXV
SWUy¯t
z¯t
TXV≠
SWU –¯
c¯z
TXV
Rdb+Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (10)
with —ú = (—Õ,0Õkg◊1)Õ. Equation (10) shows that as N æ Œ the factors can be approxi-
mated by the cross-section averages of yit and zit as well as a finite number of lags thereof
determined by the orders of the polynomials ﬂ(L) and ⁄(L). This result di ers from the
heterogeneous dynamic model considered by Chudik and Pesaran (2015) who find that with
heterogeneous coe cients an infinite number of lags is required to eliminate the factors from
the model.
The intuition behind the results above is that in case of dynamics the lags are needed
to separate the contemporaneous factor from its past realizations within the cross-section
averages. This is necessary to approximate ft in function of observables as N æŒ. To see
this, consider the simple case of model (1)-(2) with one factor and — = 0. The cross-section
average of yit can then be written as
y¯t = –¯+ “¯ft + Á¯t + ﬂ
A
–¯
1≠ ﬂ + “¯f
+
t≠1 + Á¯+t≠1
B
, (11)
= –¯1≠ ﬂ + “
Ë
ft + ﬂf+t≠1
È
+Op(N≠1/2), (12)
so that it is not only a function of the factors at time t, a constant and an Op(N≠1/2)
term but also of the past realizations of the factors through f+t≠1 =
qŒ
l=0 ﬂ
lft≠l≠1. Solving
the contemporaneous factor ft from (12) would therefore still depend on the unobservable
f+t≠1 so a proxy can not be constructed from it. However, noting that the term inside the
brackets of (11) equals y¯t≠1, subtracting ﬂy¯t≠1 from (11) yields
y¯t ≠ ﬂy¯t≠1 = –¯+ “ft +Op(N≠1/2), (13)
so that the past factor realizations are cut out and this equation can be solved for ft in
function of observables and an Op(N≠1/2) term. The combination of observables can then
be used to project out the factors at time t as N æŒ. A similar reasoning holds for zit as
well. This clearly illustrates the di erence with Pesaran (2006) where absence of dynamics
implies ﬂ = 0 in equation (11) so that cross-sectional averages do not contain the past
factors and lags are not required to separate them from ft.
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REMARK 1. The requirement that we have to know the order of ⁄(L) may be unfor-
tunate in practice as p is typically unknown (and may also di er over variables included
in zit). Decisions on p imply assumptions about the autoregressive order of zit that may
be hard to verify since the observed persistence in zit may stem from serially correlated
factors ft or from ⁄(L) ”= Ik. However, it is reasonable to expect that p is small and as
more time series observations become available the factor approximation should not su er
from including too many lags pú > p of z¯t. Hence, in practice it may be convenient to
choose pú = T 1/3 as in Chudik and Pesaran (2015) to make the CCEP estimator robust to
misspecification of p while ensuring that the number of lags does not increase too fast in
T and su cient degrees of freedom are available.
3.2 Dynamic CCEP estimator
In light of the discussion in the previous section, the orthogonal projection matrixM = IT≠
H is constructed settingH = Q(QÕQ)≠QÕ with the T◊cmatrixQ = (ÿT , y¯, y¯≠1, Z¯, . . . , Z¯≠pú).
Assuming that T Ø (1 + kx) + c (estimability) and setting pooling weights to N≠1, the
dynamic CCEP estimator for ” = (ﬂ,—Õ)Õ is
‚” =
Qca ‚ﬂ‚—
Rdb = A Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi
B≠1 Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMyi, (14)
where wi = (yi,≠1,Xi). Using equation (6), this estimator can conveniently be split up into
separate expressions for ‚ﬂ and ‚—
‚ﬂ = 1yÕ≠1MXy≠12≠1 yÕ≠1MXy, (15)‚— = (XÕMX)≠1XÕM (y≠ ‚ﬂy≠1) , (16)
with MX = MxM, M = IN ¢M and Mx = INT ≠MX (XÕMX)≠1XÕM. The asymptotic
expression for the CCEP estimator will depend on the matrix of cross-section averages
Q through the projection matrix H so its asymptotic properties will provide additional
insight. To this end, we use Ass.5 to invert eqs.(8)-(9) and express the variables in Q as
y¯t = –¯ú + “úÕf t +Op(N≠1/2),
z¯t = c¯úz +  úÕf t +Op(N≠1/2),
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where –¯ú = –¯++ﬂ(L)≠1—úÕc¯úz, c¯úz = ⁄(L)≠1c¯z, “ú = ﬂ(L)≠1 [“ +  ú—ú] and  ú =  (⁄(L)≠1)Õ.
This result shows that as N æ Œ the matrix Q is a combination of fixed constants and
the unobserved factors. Given that the factors ft are random variables it follows that the
projection matrix employed in (14) for large N , as given by,
Hú = lim
NæŒQ (Q
ÕQ)≠QÕ, (17)
is also stochastic for fixed T . A more explicit expression for Hú is not straightforward to
obtain unless m = 1 + k (see Karabiyik et al., 2017), but we can show that this matrix is
well behaved as N æŒ for the general m Æ 1 + k case (Lemma 2). As such, we will not
require an explicit form of (17) for bias-correction since we can treat this matrix as fixed,
that is, condition on the cross-section averages, in Theorem 1 below and use the known
sample analog H for the operationalization in practice.
Next, we use (5) to substitute yi in (14)
‚” = ” + A Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi
B≠1 Nÿ
i=1
wÕiM (F“i + Ái) , (18)
and show in Lemma 4 that under Ass.4 and provided that pú Ø p,
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i æ 0(1+kx)◊1 as N æŒ, (19)
which means that as N æŒ dynamic CCEP controls for the unobserved factors provided
that the rank condition is satisfied and a su cient number of lags pú of the cross-section
averages are included. Hence, by Lemmas 4 and 5,
plim
NæŒ
1‚” ≠ ”2 = plim
NæŒ
A
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi
B≠1 Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi.
The following theorem provides the asymptotic bias of the dynamic CCEP estimator
for N æŒ and T fixed conditional on the factors and cross-section averages.
Theorem 1. Consider the model in eqs.(1)-(3) and suppose that Ass.1-5 hold and pú Ø p.
Let C be the ‡-algebra generated by the common factors and the cross-section averages
(y¯, Z¯, . . . , y¯≠pú , Z¯≠pú). In this setting the CCEP estimator is inconsistent as N æ Œ and
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T fixed with its asymptotic bias conditional on C given by
plim
NæŒ
(‚ﬂ≠ ﬂ) = ≠ 1
T
‡2Á
‡2y˘≠1
 (ﬂ,Hú), (20)
plim
NæŒ
1‚— ≠ —2 = ≠’ plim
NæŒ
(‚ﬂ≠ ﬂ), (21)
with  (ﬂ,Hú) = qT≠1t=1 ﬂt≠1qTs=t+1Hú(s, s ≠ t), ’ = plimNæŒ (XÕMX)≠1XÕMy≠1, and
‡2y˘≠1 = plimNæŒ y
Õ
≠1MXy≠1/NT . Combining (20)-(21) yields the following asymptotic
expression for the full coe cient vector ‚”
plim
NæŒ
‚” =m (”) = ” ≠ 1
T
‡2Á (ﬂ,Hú) ≠1q1, (22)
where   = limNæŒ
qN
i=1wÕiMwi/NT and q1 = (1,0Õkx◊1)Õ.
Theorem 1 extends the results in Everaert and De Groote (2016), who consider a model
with one common factor and no additional covariates, to a model with multiple factors and
exogenous regressors. Equation (21) shows that in this setting the asymptotic bias of ‚—
is a fraction ≠’ of the bias of ‚ﬂ, with ’ being the CCEP estimates (as N æ Œ) when
regressing yi,≠1 on Xi. As such, the inconsistency of ‚ﬂ determines the bias of the entire
coe cient vector, as reflected by eq.(22). Theorem 1 will be useful for bias correction
later on, but o ers limited insight. In Corollary 1 we therefore present a more explicit
formulation which grants a better understanding of the driving forces behind the bias for
‚ﬂ. In general, the inconsistency for ‚ﬂ is determined by the interplay of a) the numerator,
which is the covariance between the defactored lagged dependent variable y˘≠1 = MXy≠1
and the error term Á, and b) the denominator, which is the signal that remains in the
lagged dependent variable after orthogonalizing the data on Q. We elaborate below.
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the asymptotic bias of ‚ﬂ can be partic-
ularized as
plim
NæŒ
(‚ﬂ≠ ﬂ) = ≠
Ë
A(ﬂ) +D(ﬂ,ÊHú)ÈË
B(ﬂ)≠ E(ﬂ,ÊHú) + TCÈ = ≠Â(ﬂ,ÊHú, C), (23)
with
• A(ﬂ) = 11≠ﬂ
1
1≠ 1T 1≠ﬂ
T
1≠ﬂ
2
, D(ﬂ,ÊHú) = qT≠1t=1 ﬂt≠1qTs=t+1ÊHú(s, s≠ t)
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• B(ﬂ) = T1≠ﬂ2
1
1≠ 1T 1+ﬂ1≠ﬂ ≠ 2ﬂT 2 1≠ﬂ
T
(1≠ﬂ)2
2
, E(ﬂ,ÊHú) = 11≠ﬂ2 Ëc≠ 1 + 2ﬂD(ﬂ,ÊHú)È
where the projector ÊH is set up in function of ÊQ = BQ, the matrix of cross-section averages
in deviation of its column means, with B = IT ≠ ÿT ÿÕT/T , and
C = plim
NæŒ
—Õ x˘— + Õ f˘ + 2—Õ x˘,˘f 
‡2Á
, (24)
with  x˘ = X+
Õ
≠1MXX+≠1/NT ,  f˘ = F+
Õ
≠1MXF+≠1/NT and  x˘,˘f = X+
Õ
≠1MXF+≠1/NT .
First, consider the covariance terms in the numerator. The correlation between y˘≠1 and
Á originates from projecting out the nuisance parameters with the orthogonalization matrix
M. The term A is induced by the within transformation (time-demeaning) and also appears
in bias expressions for the FE estimator in dynamic models (see Nickell, 1981), whereas the
additional orthogonalization on the cross-section averages induces the CCEP-specific term
D(ﬂ,ÊHú). The latter is stochastic as in fixed T settings the matrix ÊHú depends, through
the cross-sectional averages, on the particular realization of the factors. However, since
we can expect D to be negative but smaller in magnitude2 than A, which is positive, the
presence of cross-section averages in the specification tends to reduce the numerator of (23)
in absolute terms.
The second determinant of the bias is the denominator, which denotes the variation
that remains in the lagged dependent variable after multiplying the model through with
M. The C-term represents the remaining variation due to the presence of exogenous
regressors and factors, expressed relative to ‡2Á , whereas B and E relate to the variation
due to Á. The positive B term is again a shared term with the FE estimator due to the
within transformation, whereas the ≠E term (which is negative) indicates that additional
variation is lost compared to the FE estimator by orthogonalizing on the cross-section
averages. Including cross-section averages will similarly reduce C. Hence, when the set
of cross-section averages cut out a relatively large amount of variation, the denominator
of eq.(23) may decrease faster than the induced reduction in the numerator and result
in a larger bias. For a given number of factors and regressors, increasing the number of
2This is because D is a reweighing of the sum
qT≠1
t=1
qT
s=t+1
ÂHú(s, s≠ t) = ≠(c≠ 1)/2 < 0 in function
of ﬂ. With positive weights (ﬂ > 0) it is therefore likely that D < 0. Similarly, A +D is a reweighing ofqT≠1
t=1
qT
s=t+1Hú(s, s≠ t) = (T ≠ c)/2 > 0 such that we can expect this sum to be positive when ﬂ > 0.
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cross-section averages used by the CCEP estimator is likely to increase its asymptotic bias.
This is confirmed by the Monte Carlo simulations of section 5. Finally, since we can show
that MF+≠1 æ 0T◊1 for m = 1 (Lemma 3) the second and last term in the numerator of
C drop out in single factor settings. As such, an increase in the importance of the factors
will, ceteris paribus, increase the signal in the model and reduce the asymptotic bias of the
CCEP estimator, but only when more than one factor is present.
4 Bias-corrected dynamic CCEP
In what follows we develop bias corrections for CCEP based on the formulas presented in
the previous section. Corollary 1 can in principle be used to correct the coe cient vector
but the presence of the C-term in the denominator is troublesome since it depends on the
unobserved loadings and the infinite sums X+≠1 and F+≠1 such that it is di cult to opera-
tionalize unless in specific settings (see section 4.2). Theorem 1 is more convenient because
it features relatively few unknowns which are also easy to estimate or have straightforward
sample analogs. In the next section we therefore use eq.(22) to devise a generally applicable
bias-corrected CCEP estimator. In section 4.3 we show that this approach is consistent for
N æŒ and T fixed or (N, T )seq. æŒ and derive its asymptotic distribution.
4.1 A generally applicable correction: CCEPbc
A bias-corrected CCEP estimator ‚”bc can be obtained by finding the vector ”0 that satisfies
‚” ≠mú(”0) = 0(1+kx)◊1, (25)
with mú(.) the feasible version of the asymptotic bias expression in equation (22),
mú(”0) = ”0 ≠ T≠1‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂ0,H) ‚ ≠1q1, (26)
where   and Hú are replaced by their respective sample analogs ‚  = qNi=1wÕiMwi/NT
and H and the unknown variance ‡2Á is substituted by the function
‚‡2Á(”0) = 1N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÎM (yi ≠wi”0)Î2 . (27)
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The traditional estimators for ‡2Á based on the uncorrected CCEP error terms ‚ei = yi≠wi‚”
are inconsistent for finite T due to the inconsistency of ‚”, but by constructing ‚‡2Á (.) as a
function of the parameters of interest, solving (25) implies that we use a bias-adjusted
estimator for ‡2Á as well. In summary, the CCEPbc estimator is
‚”bc = argmin
”0œ‰
1
2
...‚” ≠mú(”0)...2 , (28)
with ‰ œ R1+kx . The estimation problem is non-linear in ”0 but it is easily managed by
standard numerical solvers and requires very little additional programming besides com-
puting the CCEP estimates ‚”. The solution ‚”bc is equivalent to the vector of parameters
that follows from inverting ‚” = mú(”) so that we can alternatively write CCEPbc as‚”bc =mú≠1(‚”). Notice how equation (28) implies that the bias-adjustment can be seen as a
minimum distance estimator, or a GMM approach that makes use of bias-corrected orthog-
onality conditions to extract the population parameters. In this sense the methodology is
similar in spirit to ideas presented in Chudik and Pesaran (2017). Bun and Carree (2005)
also use a similar approach to obtain a bias-adjusted FE estimator in dynamic panel data
models without common factors.
4.2 Restricted corrections for models with a single factor
The procedure outlined above is a generally applicable method in the sense that it does
not require the number of factors to be known. However, in some specific cases restricted
forms of the bias adjustment are possible. These may be more e cient as a result of the
imposed restrictions.
First, in a model without covariates (— = 0) and a single common factor (m = 1)
the problem simplifies considerably since the C-term, which makes bias correction from
equation (23) inconvenient, is zero forN æŒ. This further implies that the bias expression
for ‚ﬂ no longer depends on ‡2Á such that ﬂ is the only unknown parameter in eq.(23). A
first restricted bias-corrected CCEP estimator ‚”bcr1 is therefore
‚”bcr1 = argmin
ﬂ0
1
2
...‚ﬂ≠ ﬂ0 + Â(ﬂ0,ÊH, 0)...2 , (29)
where ÊH is the sample analog of ÊHú. Second, adding exogenous regressors implies that
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C ”= 0 but if the single factor assumption is maintained we get the relatively simple form
C = plim
NæŒ
—Õ x˘—
‡2Á
, (30)
which through  x˘ also depends on the unknown parameter ﬂ and on the infinite sum of
explanatory variables X+≠1 =
qŒ
l=0 ﬂ
lX≠1≠l. In a finite sample, the latter can be approxi-
mated by the truncated sum ‰X+≠1 = 1‰X+Õ1,≠1, . . . ,‰X+ÕN,≠12Õ where ‰X+i,≠1 = J≠1Xi,≠1, and
J is a T ◊ T matrix with ones on the main diagonal and ≠ﬂ on the first sub-diagonal.
The variance-covariance matrix is then estimated as ‚ x˘(ﬂ) = ‰X+≠1ÕMX ‰X+≠1/NT . Further
substituting ‚‡2Á (.) as defined in (27) for ‡2Á , the estimator for C is
‚C (”) = —Õ ‚ x˘(ﬂ)—‚‡2Á(”) , (31)
which is, conditional on the unknown parameters ﬂ and —, a function of the observed data
only. Hence, a second restricted bias-adjustment for CCEP is
‚”bcr2 = argmin
”0œ‰
1
2
...‚” ≠ ”0 + ‚‹Â(ﬂ0,ÊH, ‚C (”0))...2 , (32)
where ‚‹ = 11,≠‚’ Õ2Õ and ‚’ = (XÕMX)≠1XÕMy≠1. The resulting correction should perform
well when the single factor assumption is true and the inaccuracies by the lag truncation
in the approximation of X+≠1 are not too severe. Note that the truncation implies that the
estimator is inconsistent for finite T , but in practice the bias may be negligible (depending
on the size of ﬂ). In case more than one factor is present, equation (31) may also be a poor
approximation of C and lead to additional bias, especially when the factors have a large
overall influence on the model (relative to ‡2Á).
4.3 Asymptotic properties and inference
The unrestricted CCEPbc estimator presented in section 4.1 is a function of the original
CCEP estimate ‚” and follows from inverting the bias expression in eq.(22) of Theorem 1.
In scenarios where ‡2Á ,   and Hú are known, eq.(22) can be used directly and CCEPbc is
given by ‚”bc =m≠1(‚”). We then have
plim
NæŒ
‚”bc = plim
NæŒ
m≠1(‚”) =m≠13 plim
NæŒ
‚”4 =m≠1 (m (”)) = ”, (33)
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and ‚”bc is consistent for ” as N æŒ and T fixed. In practice,m(.) is unknown and replaced
by its feasible version mú(.) introduced in eq.(26), with the unknown quantities replaced
by their respective estimators. In particular,   and Hú are represented by their sample
analogs and ‡2Á is replaced by the estimator in (27), for which it holds by construction that‚‡2Á(”0) æ ‡2Á when ”0 = ”. We prove next that the feasible CCEPbc estimator in (28) is
consistent as N æŒ.
Theorem 2. Let „(.) = ‚”≠mú(.), Â„(.) = limNæŒ„(.) and suppose that pú Ø p and Ass.1-5
hold. Assuming that Â„(”0) = 0 implies ”0 = ”, and that ‰ œ R1+kx is compact with ” œ ‰,
‚”bc ≠æ ” as N æŒ.
Theorem 2 shows that in dynamic models the proposed correction restores the large N
finite T consistency of pooled CCE estimators found by Pesaran (2006) in a static setting.
A similar argument can be made for the restricted correction of section 4.2 in pure AR(1)
models without exogenous predictors and a single factor.
The following theorem provides the asymptotic distribution of CCEPbc as N æ Œ
conditional on the factor sequence (F, . . . ,F≠Œ) and the cross-section averages in the sam-
ple (y¯, Z¯, . . . , y¯≠pú , Z¯≠pú). Conditioning is needed because both variable sets are nuisance
parameters in the asymptotic distribution for fixed T .
Theorem 3. Let Ass.1-5 hold and suppose that pú Ø p and the conditions of Theorem 2
apply. Then, conditional on C = ‡{F, . . . ,F≠Œ, y¯, Z¯, . . . , y¯≠pú , Z¯≠pú},
Ô
N
1‚”bc ≠ ”2 NæŒ≠æ N 3b(C), 1 Õ 2≠1 Õ   1 Õ 2≠14 , (34)
with   = E(Ja(”)|C) and Ja is the Jacobian matrix defined in eq.(A-66), and with   and
b(C) defined in (A-65) and (A-70) respectively. If m = 1 and p = 0, then b(C) = 0.
Theorem 3 shows that the CCEPbc estimator is conditional asymptotically normal but
that the distribution features a bias term b(C) induced by conditioning on C.3 Integrating
over the cross-sectional averages implies that b(C) vanishes but that the unconditional
3Only in single factor settings or for the sub-vector ‚—bc (when the loadings inXi and yi are independent)
it can be shown that b(C) = 0.
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asymptotic distribution is a mixture of normals. Given this mixed normality, inference is
most conveniently done using the bootstrap. To this end, we follow Kapetanios (2008)
and obtain bootstrap samples by resampling whole cross-sections with replacement from
the original dataset. In particular, let B0 = (a1, . . . , aN) be the original dataset, with
ai = (di,≠pú , . . . ,diT )Õ and dit = (yit, zÕit)Õ. Bootstrap sample j = 1, . . . , J is generated by
drawing N indices with replacement from (1, . . . , N), and collecting the ai corresponding
to these indices in Bj. This resampling scheme is valid for N æŒ and preserves both the
dynamics and the assumed factor structure in the data. The distribution of the corrected
estimator is then simulated by applying CCEPbc(r) to each of the J bootstrap datasets
(B1, . . . ,BJ) to obtain the corresponding coe cient vectors (‚”bbc,1, . . . , ‚”bbc,J). Inference can
then be performed using the bootstrapped variance-covariance matrix
„Vbc = lim
JæŒ
1
J ≠ 1
Jÿ
j=1
3‚”bbc,j ≠ ”¯bbc43‚”bbc,j ≠ ”¯bbc4Õ, (35)
with ”¯bbc = J≠1
qJ
j=1
‚”bbc,j the average of the estimates over the J samples, and the normal
distribution as an approximation. Alternatively, the obtained bootstrap distribution can
be used to construct bootstrap confidence intervals and avoid distributional assumptions.
We now consider samples where both N and T may be large by letting (N, T )seq. æŒ
and find from (22) for the original CCEP estimator that ‚” æ ”. The following corollary
follows from Theorem 2.
Corollary 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2,
‚”bc ≠æ ” as (N, T )seq. æŒ.
As such, CCEPbc is also consistent for both N and T large and is asymptotically
equivalent to CCEP,
‚” ≠ ‚”bc ≠æ 0(1+kx)◊1 for (N, T )seq. æŒ. (36)
Given this equivalence, the normality result for CCE estimators as N, T æ Œ in Pesaran
(2006); Chudik and Pesaran (2015) implies that CCEPbc is also normally distributed for
large N and T (unconditionally).
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5 Monte Carlo Simulation
In this section we use Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the small sample properties
of our bias-corrected CCEP estimator and compare its performance to the original CCEP
estimator and a number of alternative methods proposed in the literature.
5.1 Design
We generate data for yit and zit according to the model in equations (1)-(3) assuming a
single explanatory variable xit (kx = 1) and one additional variable git (kg = 1) that has
no impact on yit but provides additional information about the common factors. We set
— = 1≠ ﬂ to normalize the long-run impact of the explanatory variable to one. We further
assume ⁄(L) = (1 ≠ ⁄L)I2 which restricts the autoregressive order of xit and git to be at
most one (p = 1). This implies that the one period lagged cross-sectional average x¯t≠1 (and
preferably also g¯t≠1 when git is used as an additional variable) should be added to the CCE
orthogonalization matrix in settings where ⁄ ”= 0.
The m common factors are generated as
fjt = ◊fj,t≠1 + µjt,
with µjt ≥ N (0, (1≠ ◊2)/m) for every j = 1, . . . ,m. The reason for dividing the variance
by m is to prevent the factors from dominating the model as their number m rises. We
will conduct experiments with m = 1 and m = 2.
The fixed e ects are generated as –i ≥ N (0,‡2–) and cz,i ≥ N (0,‡2cI2) and the idiosyn-
cratic errors as Áit ≥ N (0, 1≠ ﬂ2) and vit ≥ N (0, (1≠ ⁄2)I2). The variance parameters ‡2–
and ‡2c are set such that the contributions of the fixed e ects to the variance of yit and zit
equal that of their respective idiosyncratic innovations (Áit and vit). The factor loadings in
the DGPs of yit, xit and git are generated as
Ci =
Qcccca
“ Õi
 xÕi
 gÕi
Rddddb =
Qcccca
“1,i “2,i
 x1,i  x2,i
 g1,i  g2,i
Rddddb ≥ IIDU
Qcccca
[0, “u] [0, “u ≠ 3/5]
[0, 1] [0, 0.2]
[≠0.6, 0] [≠1.4, 0]
Rddddb ,
when m = 2 or with the second column set to zero in case m = 1. The upper bound “u
is calibrated such that the relative importance of the factors and the idiosyncratic errors
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in the total variance of yit, denoted RI, is either 1 or 3. RI = 1 corresponds to cases
where the factors have a normal influence on yit whereas RI = 3 is a scenario where the
factors are very influential. The specific values for the upper and lower bounds of the
uniform distributions for the loadings in Ci are su ciently di erent to ensure that the
rank condition is satisfied and that the full set of cross-section averages contains enough
independent information about the common factors.
Experiments are conducted for combinations of the following parameter values: ﬂ œ
{0.4; 0.8}, RI œ {1; 3} and ⁄ œ {0; 0.6}. The autoregressive parameter ◊ in the DGP of the
factors is set to 0.6 in all experiments to account for the fact that factors are often persistent
in practice. We consider ﬂ = 0.8, ⁄ = 0, m = 1 and RI = 1 to be our baseline scenario.
This is a challenging setting for our bias correction procedure as the large autoregressive
parameter ﬂ will result in a considerable bias for the CCEP estimator. We generate datasets
with N = (25, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000) and T = (10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 100).4 As such, next to
a typical macro panel dimension (N small and T small to moderate) we also consider a
more micro panel perspective (N large and T small). In order to conserve space we will
generally report only a few relevant combinations of N and T in each table.
We initialize yi,≠50, zi,≠50 and fj,≠50 at zero and discard the first 50 observations to
neutralize initial conditions. We generate 2000 datasets for each combination of N and T
and calculate performance measures including median bias, root mean squared error (rmse)
and actual size. Although analytical variance expressions are available for most estimators,
to make fair comparisons possible we also obtain standard errors using a bootstrap approach
for each of the considered estimators. Following Kapetanios (2008) we resample cross-
sectional units as a whole as described in section 4.3. The advantage of this scheme is
that it preserves both the persistence and the cross-sectional dependence in the data and is
valid when T is small. We calculate actual test size using bootstrap standard errors (sizeb)
based on 150 bootstrap samples. The reported actual size is the false rejection probability
of a t-test at the 5% nominal significance level.
We summarize and discuss our main findings below. We start with some baseline
results for estimating ﬂ and — using various estimators and sample sizes. Next, we focus on
4We take T = 10 to be our smallest time series dimension to have su cient degrees of freedom to
calculate CCEP estimates.
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a number of interesting aspects with respect to estimating ﬂ by considering changes to the
baseline design and alternative setups for the bias corrections. Since di erences between
estimators are more outspoken for large N we mostly report tables for N = 500 in the
main text. Small N versions (N = 25) for most tables are provided in Appendix B. In
Appendix C we fix T = 10 and plot the behavior of CCEPbc as N grows very large to
assess its behavior as N æŒ.
5.2 Baseline results
We start our discussion with a comparison of the performance of our generally applicable
CCEPbc estimator (introduced in section 4.1) to various alternative estimators in the
baseline scenario where ﬂ = 0.8, ⁄ = 0,m = 1 and RI = 1. The CCEP estimator is included
as the benchmark estimator. Inspired by Chudik and Pesaran (2015), we also consider two
alternative bias-corrected CCEP estimators as direct comparisons to our approach, i.e.
the recursive mean adjustment (denoted CCEPrm) based on So and Shin (1999) and the
half-panel jackknife correction (denoted CCEPjk) based on Dhaene and Jochmans (2015).
We find that the first approach, CCEPrm, provides no improvement over CCEP in any
scenario so we exclude it from the tables. In our baseline scenario, the CCEP estimator and
the various bias corrections thereof make no use of the additional git variable or lags of the
exogenous variables (which is in line with ⁄ = 0) in the orthogonalization matrix. Finally,
we consider Moon and Weidner’s (2017) bias-corrected version of the least squares with
interactive e ects estimator of Bai (2009). This estimator (denoted FLSbc) is implemented
selecting the correct number of factors (2 in our baseline scenario due to the presence of
fixed e ects) and a bandwidth for the bias correction equal to 4 (which should be the
optimal choice based on the simulation results of Moon and Weidner for high persistence
settings).5
The results in Table 1 show that the original CCEP estimator has a severe negative
small T bias for ﬂ of which a fraction is carried over to the estimates for —. When T = 10,
the bias for ‚ﬂ amounts to -0.4, while the more moderate time series dimensions of T = 20
5We use the LS_factor.m function by M.Weidner shared on the website
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/≥uctpmw0/.
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Table 1: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ and — : baseline design
Results for ‚ﬂ
bias rmse sizeb
Estimator (N,T) 10 20 30 50 10 20 30 50 10 20 30 50
CCEP 25 -0.385 -0.176 -0.109 -0.061 0.417 0.188 0.118 0.067 0.90 0.92 0.90 0.81
100 -0.391 -0.176 -0.112 -0.062 0.417 0.185 0.115 0.064 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
500 -0.397 -0.183 -0.113 -0.062 0.421 0.189 0.116 0.063 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
5000 -0.396 -0.179 -0.111 -0.062 0.417 0.186 0.114 0.063 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
CCEPbc 25 -0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.151 0.064 0.038 0.022 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.06
100 -0.003 0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.100 0.031 0.017 0.011 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.06
500 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.057 0.014 0.008 0.005 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04
5000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.05
CCEPjk 25 0.027 0.037 0.028 0.014 0.358 0.124 0.074 0.037 0.40 0.31 0.30 0.25
100 0.044 0.045 0.032 0.015 0.325 0.110 0.063 0.028 0.51 0.53 0.55 0.46
500 0.031 0.036 0.031 0.016 0.315 0.108 0.058 0.025 0.63 0.72 0.78 0.73
5000 0.045 0.040 0.035 0.016 0.312 0.105 0.059 0.024 0.66 0.84 0.92 0.90
FLSbc 25 -0.261 -0.067 -0.029 -0.012 0.276 0.089 0.054 0.033 0.37 0.04 0.04 0.04
100 -0.271 -0.076 -0.038 -0.019 0.271 0.084 0.043 0.022 0.97 0.72 0.49 0.27
500 -0.280 -0.079 -0.038 -0.018 0.270 0.083 0.041 0.020 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.98
5000 -0.283 -0.077 -0.037 -0.018 0.270 0.081 0.040 0.019 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Results for ‚—
CCEP 25 -0.033 -0.011 -0.006 -0.002 0.058 0.033 0.024 0.018 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06
100 -0.033 -0.010 -0.005 -0.002 0.042 0.018 0.013 0.009 0.29 0.11 0.07 0.06
500 -0.033 -0.011 -0.005 -0.002 0.038 0.014 0.008 0.004 0.73 0.40 0.18 0.09
5000 -0.033 -0.010 -0.005 -0.002 0.036 0.012 0.005 0.002 0.97 0.94 0.76 0.33
CCEPbc 25 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.052 0.031 0.024 0.018 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.06
100 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.015 0.012 0.009 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.007 0.005 0.004 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05
5000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06
CCEPjk 25 0.014 0.012 0.006 0.003 0.097 0.041 0.029 0.020 0.25 0.13 0.11 0.08
100 0.018 0.013 0.008 0.003 0.056 0.025 0.016 0.011 0.33 0.22 0.14 0.10
500 0.019 0.011 0.008 0.003 0.044 0.017 0.011 0.006 0.52 0.43 0.35 0.17
5000 0.019 0.012 0.008 0.004 0.041 0.016 0.009 0.004 0.69 0.81 0.84 0.70
FLSbc 25 -0.016 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.051 0.036 0.029 0.022 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02
100 -0.021 -0.003 -0.002 0.000 0.032 0.016 0.012 0.009 0.18 0.05 0.03 0.03
500 -0.023 -0.004 -0.002 -0.001 0.027 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.62 0.15 0.08 0.06
5000 -0.022 -0.004 -0.002 -0.001 0.025 0.006 0.003 0.001 0.89 0.54 0.25 0.09
Note:
(i) Reported are simulation results for estimating ﬂ and — in the baseline case (ﬂ = 0.8, — = 0.2, ⁄ = 0, m = 1). The factor has
a contribution to the variance of the dependent variable that is equal to that of the idiosyncratic errors (RI = 1).
(ii) CCEPbc is the bias-corrected CCEP estimator. CCEPjk is the jacknife CCEP correction and FLSbc is the bias-adjusted
least squares with interactive e ects estimator supplied with the correct number of factors (m+1). CCEP estimators do not
use g¯t and include no lags of x¯t.
(iii) The sizeb column reports actual test size for t-tests based on bootstrap standard errors estimated with 150 bootstrap samples.
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and T = 30 still result in biases of -0.18 and -0.11, respectively. Even for T = 50, the
bias of ≠0.06 should not be neglected as this implies seriously distorted inference. Figure
1 further visualizes this in a setting with N = 500 and shows that even for T = 100 the
CCEP estimator will su er from some bias and hence unreliable inference. Although the
CCE approach relies on N æŒ, the results show that biases are more or less stable over
alternative values ofN . Experiments over alternative values of ﬂ (see Table B-1 in Appendix
B) confirm that the absolute value of the bias of the CCEP estimator is increasing in ﬂ.
The main takeaway from Table 1 is that our bias-corrected CCEP estimator is (nearly)
unbiased in all of the considered sample sizes and hence o ers a strong improvement over
the original CCEP estimator. Interestingly, CCEPbc also provides a considerable variance
reduction whenever N > 25. This is due to the fact that the randomness of the bias of
the CCEP estimator - due to its dependence on the unobserved factors as discussed below
Theorem 1 - contributes to its variance. The combination of bias removal and variance
reduction implies that the rmse of the CCEPbc estimator is always much lower compared
to that of the CCEP estimator, even for moderately large T . The behavior of CCEPbc
for N = 500 and varying T is also visualized in Figure 1, showing that in contrast to the
CCEP estimator our corrected version is correctly centered. In Figure 2 of Appendix C we
set T = 10 but let the cross-section size N grow large to illustrate the behavior of CCEPbc
as N æŒ and T fixed. The plot reveals that the corrected estimator is indeed consistent
as N æŒ, which is clearly not the case for the uncorrected estimator. CCEPbc also o ers
substantial improvements regarding inference. In contrast to the CCEP, its actual size is
always close to the nominal 5% level. As all of these findings hold for each of the considered
sample sizes, the CCEPbc is not only an appropriate small T estimator but should also be
preferred over CCEP for larger values of T . Moreover, Table 1 shows that the performance
of the CCEPbc estimator is not too sensitive to the size of N . As such, it is even applicable
in a sample as small as N = 25 and T = 10.
The alternative bias-adjusted estimators o er some alleviation of the bias but appear
much less e ective compared to our approach. The FLSbc still has a considerable negative
small T bias for ﬂ, while the CCEPjk is able to remove a lot of bias but at the cost of a
much larger variance. Accordingly, these alternatives have a much larger rmse compared to
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Figure 1: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ : comparison of CCEP and CCEPbc over T for N = 500
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Notes:
(i) Reported are simulation results for estimating ﬂ in the baseline case when N = 500 (see notes Table 1).
(ii) Dotted red lines indicate the population parameter value (ﬂ = 0.8). The boxplot ’whiskers’ extend to the most
extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box.
CCEPbc, which remains superior even for larger T due the more e ective correction. Since
the bias for ‚— is a fraction of that for ‚ﬂ, also ‚— is not correctly centered for the alternative
estimators and the test size for this coe cient is generally distorted, whereas in the case
of CCEPbc it is at the desired 5% level. Similar results are obtained in the low persistence
scenario (see Table B-1), but di erences between estimators are smaller since there is less
bias to correct for.
5.3 Number of factors and their strength
The purpose of this section is to analyze the performance of CCEPbc when varying the
number of factors (m is 1 and 2) and their strength (RI is 1 and 3). Table 2 reports
simulation results for N = 500. Small N results are provided in Table B-2 of Appendix
B. Like before the CCEP estimator and its bias corrections do not use the cross-section
average of git when approximating the factors. To analyze the impact of adding g¯t we now
also include CCEP variants that do use git and denote them using the (+g) su x.
The results in Table 2 show that the performance of CCEP and of its bias corrections
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is not very sensitive to the number of factors or their strength. Only when we drive up
the factor strength in the presence of two factors (see the lower right panel of Table 2), we
note a slight increase in the bias of our CCEPbc approach. Table 3 further summarizes
the behavior of CCEPbc for various sizes of N and T with two very strong factors. The
top panel reveals that even though the small T bias clearly decreases as N grows larger,
it results in distorted inference unless N is much bigger than T . The explanation for this
finding is that even though the rank condition is exactly satisfied (2 variables for 2 factors)
the information in y¯t and x¯t may not be su ciently distinct to e ectively remove two strong
factors in finite N settings. In this case CCEP will have an additional finite N bias term
which is not taken into account by our CCEPbc estimator.
Although the remaining bias in the presence of two strong factors will disappear as
N increases further (see fig.5 in Appendix C), we find that the inclusion of g¯t is a highly
e ective solution in finite samples. The additional information on the factors that is added
through including g¯t yields a notable improvement in the finite N performance of the
CCEPbc approach in the lower right panel of Table 2. This is further demonstrated in
the lower panel of Table 3 which shows that the CCEPbc(+g) estimator su ers less bias
compared to CCEPbc and has an adequate actual size for all combinations of N and T .
The above discussion shows that additional covariates can have a beneficial e ect on
CCE-type estimators when factors are very influential in the model, even in cases where the
rank condition is already satisfied. However, comparing the bias of the CCEP estimator
with that of CCEP(+g) in Table 2 also confirms our theoretical finding that adding more
cross-sectional averages to the orthogonalization matrix increases time series bias. Fortu-
nately, the CCEPbc adjustment is in both cases equally e ective in removing this bias. For
less influential factors (RI = 1) the only downside is a relative loss in e ciency compared
to not using git. Finally, comparing CCEP(+g) over di erent factor strengths confirms our
claim (see discussion below Theorem 1) that more influential factors (i.e. increasing RI
from 1 to 3) do not change the bias in the one factor case (upper panel) but it will reduce
the time series bias when more than one factor is present (lower panel).6
6Analyzing the behavior of CCEP(+g) is more fair than using CCEP as poor factor approximation
leads to a positive bias term in our design. Since CCEP does not deal with multiple factors as e ectively
as CCEP(+g), its negative time series bias is o set by a more positive factor bias when we increase RI.
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Table 3: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ : CCEPbc estimators with two highly influential factors
bias sizeb
(N,T) 10 20 30 50 100 10 20 30 50 100
CCEPbc
25 0.014 0.019 0.017 0.017 0.016 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.16 0.27
100 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.13 0.10 0.14 0.24 0.42
500 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.28
5000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.08
CCEPbc(+g)
25 0.006 0.008 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.09
100 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06
500 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05
5000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Notes:
(i) Data for this experiment are generated with ﬂ = 0.8, — = 0.2, m = 2 and ⁄ = 0. Factors
have a contribution to the total variance of the dependent variable that is 3 times that
of the idiosyncratic errors (RI = 3). We display results for estimating ﬂ.
(ii) CCEPbc is the unrestricted corrected CCEP estimator. The ‘(+g)’ indicates that g¯t was
included in the orthogonalization matrix. No lags of x¯t and g¯t are used.
(iii) The test size (sizeb) is for a t-test using bootstrap standard errors based on 150 samples.
5.4 Restricted bias-corrections
In this section we compare the performance of the unrestricted bias correction CCEPbc to
that of the restricted version CCEPbcr derived in section 4.2. As before we also report re-
sults for variants that add the additional cross-sectional average g¯t to the orthogonalization
matrix.
Table 2 can be used to compare the performance of CCEPbc to CCEPbcr for settings
with one and two common factors. The distinction between these scenarios is of interest
since CCEPbcr is derived under the assumption that only one factor is present whereas
CCEPbc is applicable irrespectively of the number of factors (provided that the rank con-
dition is satisfied). In general, we find that CCEPbcr is a fairly accurate bias correction
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method, even in the case of two factors. Comparing the unrestricted and restricted version
shows some trade-o  between bias and variance, though. CCEPbc dominates in terms of
bias correction but has a downside that the estimator ‚  used in eq.(25) introduces un-
certainty in small samples. CCEPbcr has a smaller variance as it imposes a specific form
for the denominator in (32) but is less e ective as a bias correction method because of
the truncation error made in the estimation of C and the resulting finite T inconsistency.
Because this bias is o set by the lower variance (on a rmse basis) in small samples (also
see Table B-2 for N = 25), CCEPbcr may still be an interesting alternative to CCEPbc.
As N grows large, however, this relative e ciency only compensates for bias when the
single factor assumption is true (see upper panel of Table 2) or when the factors are not
too strong in case m > 1 (see lower left panel of Table 2). Moreover, as a result of the
inconsistency for finite T , CCEPbcr displays a size distortion especially when N is large.
For the unrestricted version, inference is reliable on all settings (although this may require
adding g¯t), but at the cost of a higher variance.
5.5 Dynamics in zit
In this section we allow for dynamics in zit (setting ⁄ = 0.6) to analyze the importance of
including lagged cross-sectional averages to adequately capture the common factors. Table
4 reports the main results in a setting where factors are strong (RI = 3) and N = 500.
Results for N = 25 are reported in Table B-3. We let CCEP and CCEPbc with su x
notation _p1 denote the estimators that are correctly specified with one lag of Z¯ = (X¯, G¯)
added to the orthogonal projection matrix M. The su x notation _pT is used to indicate
the inclusion of pT = T 1/3 lags while _p0 denotes the misspecified variant without lags
of Z¯. We report results for CCEP-type estimators that add the cross-sectional averages
of git to avoid that the results are driven by using an insu cient number of covariates
to proxy for the common factors. The correctly specified FLSbc and jackknife correction
are included as alternative estimators. Note that some estimators cannot be implemented
when T = 10 due to insu cient degrees of freedom (because of the larger number of cross-
sectional averages used for orthogonalization). The simulation results for the misspecified
CCEPbc_p0 estimator reveal that it performs well when m = 1 but that it is not correctly
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Table 4: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ : dynamics in zit with strong factors (N = 500)
bias rmse sizeb bias rmse sizeb bias rmse sizeb bias rmse sizeb
one factor
T = 10 T = 20 T = 30 T = 50
CCEP_p0(+g) ≠0.600 0.610 0.99 ≠0.253 0.261 1.00 ≠0.146 0.150 1.00 ≠0.076 0.078 1.00
CCEP_p1(+g) ≠0.685 0.713 0.95 ≠0.271 0.280 1.00 ≠0.152 0.157 1.00 ≠0.078 0.079 1.00
CCEP_pT (+g) - - - ≠0.336 0.349 0.99 ≠0.203 0.210 1.00 ≠0.091 0.093 1.00
CCEPbc_p0(+g) 0.000 0.090 0.05 0.000 0.017 0.03 ≠0.001 0.009 0.04 0.000 0.005 0.04
CCEPbc_p1(+g) ≠0.001 0.140 0.03 0.001 0.020 0.02 0.000 0.009 0.03 0.000 0.005 0.04
CCEPbc_pT (+g) - - - 0.001 0.029 0.02 ≠0.001 0.013 0.03 0.000 0.006 0.03
CCEPjk_p1(+g) - - - 0.140 0.227 0.27 0.088 0.124 0.43 0.039 0.050 0.58
FLSbc ≠0.269 0.257 0.98 ≠0.058 0.065 0.99 ≠0.029 0.032 0.99 ≠0.014 0.015 0.95
two factors
T = 10 T = 20 T = 30 T = 50
CCEP_p0(+g) ≠0.655 0.661 1.00 ≠0.290 0.296 1.00 ≠0.170 0.174 1.00 ≠0.091 0.092 1.00
CCEP_p1(+g) ≠0.779 0.794 0.99 ≠0.320 0.328 1.00 ≠0.179 0.183 1.00 ≠0.089 0.090 1.00
CCEP_pT (+g) - - - ≠0.400 0.409 1.00 ≠0.246 0.251 1.00 ≠0.105 0.107 1.00
CCEPbc_p0(+g) ≠0.034 0.096 0.13 ≠0.018 0.028 0.24 ≠0.013 0.017 0.35 ≠0.009 0.011 0.45
CCEPbc_p1(+g) 0.007 0.155 0.06 0.000 0.021 0.03 ≠0.001 0.010 0.04 0.000 0.005 0.05
CCEPbc_pT (+g) - - - 0.001 0.033 0.03 ≠0.001 0.014 0.04 0.000 0.006 0.05
CCEPjk_p1(+g) - - - 0.134 0.233 0.48 0.106 0.146 0.71 0.050 0.062 0.81
FLSbc ≠0.528 0.519 1.00 ≠0.174 0.172 1.00 ≠0.069 0.073 0.99 ≠0.021 0.023 0.97
Notes:
(i) Data for this experiment are generated with ﬂ = 0.8, — = 0.2 and ⁄ = 0.6. The contribution of the factors to the total variance
of the dependent variable is 3 times that of the idiosyncratic errors (RI = 3). We display results for estimating ﬂ with N = 500.
(ii) CCEP is the Pooled CCE estimator and CCEPbc its unrestricted bias-correction. CCEPjk represents the jacknife corrected
CCEP and FLSbc is the bias-corrected least squares with interactive e ects estimator supplied with the correct number of
factors (m+ 1). All CCEP estimators additionally include g¯t to project out the factors. CCEP estimators with a p0, p1 or pT
su x respectively include no, one or T 1/3 lags of x¯t and g¯t in the orthogonalization matrix.
(iii) The reported test size (sizeb) is for a t-test using bootstrap standard errors based on 150 samples.
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centered when m = 2, despite the use of g¯t. Especially when T is large, the bias that
remains in the latter case results in large size distortions. This suggests that the lag of y¯t
holds enough information to deal with the unobserved components in the single factor case
but that it is not su cient to control for multiple strong factors without lags of x¯t (and
g¯t). The correctly specified CCEPbc_p1 estimator instead performs much better, with an
adequate size for all values of T . This confirms our theory that the approximation of the
factors requires the number of lagged cross-sectional averages to be equal to the AR lag
order (p) of the exogenous variables. When p is unknown, we have suggested to follow the
approach of Chudik and Pesaran (2015) and let the number of lags pú = T 1/3 grow with
T as a precaution against misspecification. As this implies orthogonalization on a large
number of cross-section averages, the resulting bias of the uncorrected CCEP_pT estimator
is very large. CCEPbc_pT is however highly e ective in removing the distortions and has
an adequate size. The price paid for this robustness is that the larger number of cross-
sectional averages translates in a substantially higher variance compared to the correctly
specified CCEPbc_p1. As expected, this di erence disappears as T grows. Results for
small N (see Table B-3) are highly similar (with marginally larger biases) but whenever
bias remains it has a much smaller impact on inference.
6 Conclusion
In this article we have extended the CCEP estimator designed by Pesaran (2006) to dynamic
homogeneous panel data models and developed a bias-corrected version that eliminates
its finite T bias. We first showed that in homogeneous dynamic panels, the unobserved
common factors can be e ectively approximated by cross-sectional averages of the observed
data provided that a su cient number of observables is available (rank condition) and an
appropriate number of lagged cross-sectional averages is added to the model. This number
of lags should coincide with the autoregressive order of the observed data. We next derived
the asymptotic bias expression for N æŒ of the CCEP estimator and used this to devise
a bias-corrected estimator. We showed that the resulting CCEPbc estimator is consistent
as N æŒ, both for T fixed or T æŒ.
Extensive Monte Carlo experiments showed that, when appropriately specified, our
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CCEPbc estimator performs very well and is superior to the original CCEP estimator and
to alternative bias adjustments available in the literature. More specifically, CCEPbc was
found to be nearly unbiased across all of the sample sizes and designs we have considered.
Hence, it o ers a strong improvement over the severely biased CCEP estimator. This is
especially the case when T is small but even holds true for moderately large T . Interest-
ingly, CCEPbc also provides a notable variance reduction compared to the original CCEP
estimator. This is due to the fact that the stochastic bias of the latter also drives up its
variance. Moreover, using bootstrapped standard errors, the actual size of CCEPbc was
found to be close to the 5% nominal level. The Monte Carlo simulations further showed
that it is important to include a su cient number of cross-sectional averages of observables
in the model. First, the number of observables is important to satisfy the rank condition,
but even when this already holds it is beneficial in terms of bias correction and inference to
add cross-sectional averages of additional observables when these hold information about
highly influential common factors. Second, the simulation results confirm our theoretical
finding that lagged cross-sectional averages should be added to the model in line with the
autoregressive order of the observables. In case the autoregressive order is unknown, let-
ting the number of lags grow with T was found to be a robust approach. Finally, it was
shown that in a model with a single common factor, restricted CCEPbc versions can yield
a further improvement in terms of e ciency.
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Appendices
Appendix A Proofs
A.1 Definitions
We first introduce some notation that will be used later on. In what follows we let p = 1
for convenience but note that generalizations follow straightforwardly. With p = 1 model
(1)-(3) can be written in VAR(1) formSWU 1 ≠—úÕ
0k◊1 Ik
TXV
SWUyit
zit
TXV =
SWU –i
cz,i
TXV+
SWU ﬂ 01◊k
0k◊1 ⁄
TXV
SWUyit≠1
zit≠1
TXV+
SWU“ Õi
 Õi
TXV ft +
SWUÁit
vit
TXV , (A-1)
with —ú = (—Õ,01◊kg)Õ and the associated more compact form
A0dit = cd,i + Ldit +Cift + uit,
where cd,i = (–i, cÕz,i)Õ, dit = (yit, zÕit)Õ, uit = (Áit,vÕit)Õ and
A0 =
SWU 1 ≠—úÕ
0k◊1 Ik
TXV ,   =
SWU ﬂ 01◊k
0k◊1 ⁄
TXV , Ci =
SWU“ Õi
 Õi
TXV .
Since A0 is invertible,
dit = A≠10 cd,i +A≠10  Ldit +A≠10 Cift +A≠10 uit,
which can be rewritten further as
(I1+k ≠ úL)dit = cúd,i +Cúi ft + uúit,
 (L)dit = cúd,i +Cúi ft + uúit,
where the terms with an asterisk are defined as  ú = A≠10   and with  (L) = I1+k≠ úL.
Then, as  (L) is invertible by Assumption 5 we obtain the reduced form
 (L)dit = cúd,i +Cúi ft + uúit,
dit =  (L)≠1cúd,i + (L)≠1Cúi ft + (L)≠1uúit,
= c¨d,i + C¨ift + u¨it, (A-2)
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with u¨it =  (L)≠1uúit, C¨i =  (L)≠1Cúi and similarly for other double dotted variables. Its
cross-section average is given by
d¯t =  (L)≠1c¯úd + (L)≠1C¯úft + (L)≠1u¯út ,
d¯t = c¨d + C¨ft + u¨t, (A-3)
where C¯ú = (1/N)qNi=1Cúi and C¨ =  (L)≠1C¯ú and other variables in (A-3) defined
similarly. Let Di = (di1, . . . ,diT )Õ and D = (d¯1, . . . , d¯T )Õ be its cross-section average, we
can then write
Qi = (ÿT ,Di, . . . ,Di,≠pú), Q =
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
Qi = (ÿT ,D, . . . ,D≠pú),
Also, defining
Fˇ = (ÿT ,F, . . . ,F≠pú) =
Qcccca
1 f Õ1 f Õ0 . . . f Õ1≠pú
... ... ... ... ...
1 f ÕT f ÕT≠1 . . . f ÕT≠pú
Rddddb , (A-4)
and
P¨i =
Qccccccccccca
1 c¨Õd,i c¨Õd,i . . . c¨Õd,i
0m◊1 C¨Õi 0m◊(1+k) . . . 0m◊(1+k)
0m◊1 0m◊(1+k) C¨Õi 0m◊(1+k)
... ... . . . ...
0m◊1 0m◊(1+k) 0m◊(1+k) . . . C¨Õi
Rdddddddddddb
, P¨ = 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
P¨i, (A-5)
gives
Qi = FˇP¨i + U¨i, (A-6)
such that the matrix of cross-section averages can be decomposed into
Q = FˇP¨+ U¨, (A-7)
where
U¨i =
Qcccca
0 u¨Õi1 u¨Õi0 . . . u¨Õi,1≠pú
... ... ... ... ...
0 u¨ÕiT u¨Õi,T≠1 . . . u¨Õi,T≠pú
Rddddb , U¨ = 1N
Nÿ
i=1
U¨i =
Qcccca
0 u¨Õ1 u¨Õ0 . . . u¨Õ1≠pú
... ... ... ... ...
0 u¨ÕT u¨ÕT≠1 . . . u¨ÕT≠pú
Rddddb .(A-8)
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Next, we can express the explanatory variables in the model using Qi and setting the
selector matrix Sw = diag(0, 0, ÿÕkx ,0Õkg◊1, 1,0Õk+(1+k)(pú≠1)◊1)Ic◊(1+kx), where diag(n) is the
operator creating a matrix of zeros with on its main diagonal the elements of the vector n.
wi = QiSw = FˇP¨iSw + U¨iSw. (A-9)
Finally, when the rank condition is satisfied (Ass.4), the factors can be written as
F = QFP¯ú ≠ U¯úC¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1, (A-10)
with QF = (ÿT ,D,D≠1), P¯ú = (≠c¯úd, I1+k,≠ ú)ÕC¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1 and U¯ú = (u¯ú1, . . . , u¯úT )Õ.
A.2 Statement of Lemmas
Lemma 1. Let Ass.1 and 5 hold, then,
...U¨... = Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
...U¯ú... = Op
A
1Ô
N
B
. (A-11)
Lemma 2. Let c be the number of columns in Q. For any N æŒ and c <Œ,
ÎHÎ ÆM, (A-12)
irrespective of m, with M a finite constant.
Lemma 3. Let Ass.1-5 hold and suppose that m = 1 and p = 0, then,
MF+≠1 ≠æ 0T◊1 as N æŒ. (A-13)
Lemma 4. Let Ass.1-5 hold and suppose that pú Ø p, then,
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i = Op (NÊ) as N æŒ. (A-14)
with Ê = ≠1 in case m = 1, p = 0 and Ê = ≠1/2 otherwise.
Lemma 5. Let Ass.1-3 and 5 hold, then,
‚  = 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi
T
= Op(1), (A-15)
for all N and T .
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Lemma 6. Let Ass.1-5 hold. Conditional on C = ‡ {F, . . . ,F≠Œ,Q},
‚  =  +Op(N≠1/2), (A-16)
as N æŒ.
Lemma 7. Let Ass.1-5 hold and suppose that pú Ø p. Evaluated at ”0 ”= ” with Î” ≠ ”0Î <
Œ, conditional on C = ‡ {F, . . . ,F≠Œ,Q},
‚‡2Á (”0) = ‡2Á
A
1≠ (ﬂ≠ ﬂ0)  (ﬂ,H)(T ≠ c)/2
B
+ T
T ≠ c(” ≠ ”0)
Õ (” ≠ ”0) +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-17)
whereas, when evaluated at ”0 = ”, without any particular conditioning,
‚‡2Á(”) = 1N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÁÕiMÁi +Op
3 1
N
4
, (A-18)
as N æŒ.
A.2.1 Proof of Lemma 1
From the definition below eq.(A-10) we have U¯ú = (u¯ú1, . . . , u¯úT )Õ such that its t-th row can
be written as u¯út = N≠1
qN
i=1 uúit = N≠1
qN
i=1A≠10 uit, where A≠10 always exists and has
fixed and finite entries. From Ass.1 follows E(uit) = 0 and therefore E(u¯út ) = 0. Consider
now the variance
V ar (u¯út ) = E
A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
uúit
BQa 1
N
Nÿ
j=1
uújt
RbÕ = E A 1
N2
Nÿ
i=1
uúituúÕit
B
,
= A≠10
A
1
N2
Nÿ
i=1
E(uituÕit)
B
(A≠10 )Õ = A≠10
A
1
N2
Nÿ
i=1
 u
B
(A≠10 )Õ = O
3 1
N
4
,
because by Ass.1 the uit are independent over i and the entries of  u =
Qca ‡2Á 0Õk◊1
0k◊1  v
Rdb are
bounded for all i. Consequently, Îu¯útÎ = Op(N≠1/2) and
...U¯ú... = Op(N≠1/2). Consider next
U¨ defined in (A-8) and let ›q = (0, u¨Õq, u¨Õq≠1, . . . , u¨Õq≠pú)Õ be its q-th row. Since its entries
are defined as u¨t =  (L)≠1u¯út , with  (L)≠1 a fixed and stable lag polynomial by Ass.5
such that u¨t is stationary, it follows from the above that Îu¨tÎ = Op(N≠1/2) and E(›q) = 0.
This in turn implies that E
...›q...2 = qpúl=0E(u¨Õq≠lu¨q≠l) Æ O(N≠1), which establishes that...›q... = Op(N≠1/2) and ...U¨... = Op(N≠1/2).
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A.2.2 Proof of Lemma 2
Recall that Q = FˇP¨+ U¨ is a T ◊ c real stochastic matrix with T Ø c and U¨ = Op(N≠1/2)
by Lemma 1. Let r be the rank of Q and note that r0 = rk(FˇP¨) Æ r depending on m and
k. Despite that r0 Æ r, Feng and Zhang (2007) show that r a.s.æ c as N æŒ irrespective of
r0 (also see Karabiyik et al., 2017). Accordingly, rk(H) a.s.æ c with N æ Œ such that, by
the property rk(H) = tr(H) of idempotent matrices, also tr(H) a.s.æ c. Consider next the
matrix norm of H. Given the above
ÎHÎ =
Ò
tr (HHÕ) =
Ò
tr (H) =
Ô
c, (A-19)
and therefore H is bounded for any N irrespective of r0 since c does not depend on N .
A.2.3 Proof of Lemma 3
Suppose that p = 0, m = 1 and write the one period lag of (1) as
(1≠ ﬂL)yi,t≠1 = –i + xÕi,t≠1— + “ift≠1 + Ái,t≠1,
= (–i + cÕz,i—ú) + (“i + —úÕ Õi)ft≠1 + (Ái,t≠1 + vÕi,t≠1—ú),
= –úi + “úi ft≠1 + Áúi,t≠1,
where xÕi,t≠1— = zÕi,t≠1—ú = cÕz,i—ú + ft≠1 i—ú + vÕi,t≠1—ú was substituted in. Solve for ft
ft≠1 =
1
“úi
1
(1≠ ﬂL)yi,t≠1 ≠ –úi ≠ Áúi,t≠1
2
,
with “úi = “i + —úÕ Õi and multiply both sides with (1≠ ﬂL)≠1
(1≠ ﬂL)≠1ft≠1 = (1≠ ﬂL)
≠1
“úi
1
(1≠ ﬂL)yi,t≠1 ≠ –úi ≠ Áúi,t≠1
2
,
f+t≠1 =
1
“úi
1
(yi,t≠1 ≠ (1≠ ﬂL)≠1–úi ≠ (1≠ ﬂL)≠1Áúi,t≠1
2
,
where f+t≠1 = (1≠ ﬂL)≠1ft≠1. Next, averaging over N gives
f+t≠1 =
1
“¯ú
1
y¯t≠1 ≠ –¯ú/(1≠ ﬂ)≠ (1≠ ﬂL)≠1Á¯út≠1
2
,
where barred variables are averages and it follows from Lemma 1 that (1 ≠ ﬂL)≠1Á¯út≠1 =
Op(N≠1/2). Given the above we can write F+≠1 = (1 ≠ ﬂL)≠1F≠1 = (f+0 , . . . , f+T≠1)Õ using
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Á¯ú+≠1 = (1≠ ﬂL)≠1(Á¯ú0, . . . , Á¯úT≠1)Õ as
F+≠1 = Qú
Qca≠–¯ú
1≠ ﬂ
Rdb 1
“¯ú(1≠ ﬂ) ≠
Á¯ú+≠1
“¯ú
= QúPú +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-20)
with Qú = (ÿT , y¯≠1) and obvious definition for Pú. Provided a constant and y¯≠1 are
included in Q, we have
MF+≠1 = Op(N≠1/2), (A-21)
because in this caseMQú = 0 by definition andM is bounded in norm by Lemma 2. Note
that (A-21) does not go through in the multiple factor case or with p > 0 since, lagging
(10) and multiplying both sides with ﬂ(L)≠1 = (1≠ ﬂL)≠1 yields
f+t≠1 = (CÕC)
≠1CÕ
Qca
SWU1 ≠ﬂ(L)≠1—úÕ
0 ﬂ(L)≠1⁄ (L)
TXV
SWUy¯t≠1
z¯t≠1
TXV≠ ﬂ(L)≠1
SWU –¯
c¯z
TXV
Rdb+Op(N≠1/2),
which shows that an infinite number of lags of z¯t≠1 are required to approximate f+t .
A.2.4 Proof of Lemma 4
From eq.(4) we have “i = “ + ÷i, with “ a vector of finite constants and ÷i ≥ IID (0, ÷),
from which follows
b÷ =
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i =
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
÷i,
since N≠1qNi=1wÕiMF“ = w¯ÕMF“ = 0 because Mw¯ = 0. As the rank condition holds by
Ass.4 we have using (A-10),
b÷ =
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMQFP¯ú÷i ≠
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMU¯úC¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1÷i,
= ≠ 1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMU¯úC¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1÷i,
because MQFP¯ú = 0 when QF ™ Q, which requires that also pú Ø p. Since C¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1
is a fixed (1 + k)◊m matrix for all i = 1, . . . , N we define Â÷i = C¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1÷i and make
use of M = IT ≠H to write the matrix norm of b÷ as
Îb÷Î Æ
..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiU¯úÂ÷i
.....+
..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiHU¯úÂ÷i
..... . (A-22)
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Turning to the first term gives..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiU¯úÂ÷i
..... =
..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
(Â÷Õi ¢wÕi) vec1U¯ú2
..... Æ 1ÔN
..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
(Â÷Õi ¢wÕi)
..... ...ÔNU¯ú... ,
= Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
since U¯ú = Op(N≠1/2) by Lemma 1 and substituting in (A-9) leads to
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
(Â÷Õi ¢wÕi) = 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
1Â÷Õi ¢ SÕw(P¨ÕiFˇÕ + U¨Õi)2 = 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
1Â÷Õi ¢ SÕwP¨ÕiFˇÕ2+Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
=
C
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
1Â÷Õi ¢ SÕwP¨Õi2
D
1
T
1
I1+k ¢ FˇÕ
2
+Op
A
1Ô
N
B
= Op(1), (A-23)
because U¨i and Â÷i are independent and the moments of the loadings are bounded by Ass.3.
For the second term, we find with (A-23),..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiHU¯úÂ÷i
..... =
..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
(Â÷Õi ¢wÕi) vec1HU¯ú2
..... Æ
..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
(Â÷Õi ¢wÕi)
..... ...HU¯ú... ,
Æ 1Ô
N
..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
(Â÷Õi ¢wÕi)
..... ÎHÎ ...ÔNU¯ú... = Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-24)
since ÎHÎ is bounded by Lemma 2. Putting everything together in (A-22) yields
Îb÷Î = Op(N≠1/2),
which proves that in general Îb÷Î = Op(NÊ) with Ê = ≠1/2.
It remains to show that Ê = ≠1 when m = 1 and p = 0. Write b÷ explicitly as
b÷ = ≠ 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMU¯ú
T
Â÷i = ≠ 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
QcayÕi,≠1MU¯úÂ÷i
XÕiMU¯úÂ÷i
Rdb . (A-25)
Suppose that m = 1, p = 0. We can then write Myi,≠1 more explicitly by inverting eq.(5)
and employing (A-20) of Lemma 3
Myi,≠1 =M
1
F+≠1“i +X+i,≠1— + Á+i,≠1
2
=M
A
X+i,≠1— + Á+i,≠1 ≠
“i
“¯ú
Á¯ú+≠1
B
, (A-26)
and since p = 0 (no dynamics in zit) we can also write (3) in matrix notation as
Zi = [Xi,Gi] = ÿTcÕz,i + F i +Vi,
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where Vi = (vi1, . . . ,viT )Õ. Defining Sx = Ik◊kx as matrix selecting Xi from Zi gives
MXi =MZiSx =M(F i +Vi)Sx =M
1
Vi ≠ U¯úC¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1 i
2
Sx, (A-27)
where (A-10) was substituted in for F. Similarly, from (A-20) in lemma 3
MX+i,≠1 =Mﬂ(L)≠1Zi,≠1Sx =M(F+≠1 i +V+i,≠1)Sx =M
1
V+i,≠1 ≠ “¯ú≠1Á¯ú+≠1 i
2
Sx. (A-28)
Consider the first row of (A-25), substituting in (A-26) gives
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
yÕi,≠1MU¯úÂ÷i = 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
A
—ÕX+Õi,≠1 + Á+Õi,≠1 ≠
“i
“¯ú
Á¯ú+Õ≠1
B
MU¯úÂ÷i, (A-29)
where since U¯ú and Á¯+ú≠1 are Op(N≠1/2) and loadings and errors are independent..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+Õi,≠1MU¯úÂ÷i
..... Æ 1N
..... 1ÔNT
Nÿ
i=1
1Â÷Õi ¢ Á+Õi,≠12
..... ÎMÎ ...ÔNU¯ú... = Op
3 1
N
4
,..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
“i
“¯ú
Á¯+úÕ≠1MU¯úÂ÷i
..... Æ 1N
..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
AÂ÷Õi ¢ “i“¯ú
B..... ...ÔN Á¯+ú≠1... ...T≠1M... ...ÔNU¯ú... = Op
3 1
N
4
,
and we find for first term of (A-29), after substituting in (A-28),
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
—ÕSÕx
1
V+Õi,≠1 ≠ “¯ú≠1 ÕiÁ¯ú+Õ≠1
2
MU¯úÂ÷i = Op 3 1N
4
,
because..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
—ÕSÕxV+Õi,≠1MU¯úÂ÷i
..... Æ 1N
..... 1ÔNT
Nÿ
i=1
1Â÷Õi ¢ —ÕSÕxV+Õi,≠12
..... ÎMÎ ...ÔNU¯ú... = Op
3 1
N
4
,..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
—ÕSÕx
 Õi
“¯ú
Á¯+úÕ≠1MU¯úÂ÷i
..... Æ 1N
..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
AÂ÷Õi ¢ —ÕSÕx Õi“¯ú
B..... ...ÔN Á¯+ú≠1... ...T≠1M... ...ÔNU¯ú... ,
= Op
3 1
N
4
,
where we note that the last bound can be sharpened to Op(N≠3/2) when “i and  i are
independent. Regardless, combining results in (A-29) gives
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
yÕi,≠1MU¯úÂ÷i = Op 3 1N
4
. (A-30)
For rows 2 to 1 + kx of (A-25) we find, after substituting in (A-27) and using similar
arguments as before
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
XÕiMU¯úÂ÷i = 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
SÕx
1
VÕi ≠  Õi(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1C¯úÕU¯úÕ
2
MU¯úÂ÷i = Op 3 1N
4
. (A-31)
Combining (A-30)-(A-31) in (A-25) leads to b÷ = Op(NÊ) with Ê = ≠1, as required.
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A.2.5 Proof of Lemma 5
Recall from eq.(A-9) that wi = FˇP¨iSw + U¨iSw with Sw the selector matrix given above
(A-9) and Fˇ, P¨i and U¨i defined in eq.(A-4), (A-5) and (A-8) respectively. Let Ëi,s be
the s-th column of wi and note that by Ass.1-3 and 5 the P¨i, U¨i and Fˇ are independent
and stationary with finite variance such that Ëi,s = Op(1) for every i and s and ÎËi,sÎ =
Op(
Ô
T ). Consider the matrix ‚  = qNi=1wÕiMwi/NT and note that element s on its
diagonal is 1NT
qN
i=1 ÎMËi,sÎ2 = Op(1), since ÎMËi,sÎ Æ ÎËi,sÎ = Op(
Ô
T ) for all i and s.
Using the same argument we have for the o -diagonal element on row s and column sÕ ”= s..... 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
ËÕi,sMËi,sÕ
..... Æ 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
...ËÕi,sMËi,sÕ... Æ 1NT
Nÿ
i=1
ÎMËi,sÎ ÎMËi,sÕÎ = Op(1),
such that ‚  = Op(1) and the lemma is proved.
A.2.6 Proof of Lemma 6
Consider ‚  = qNi=1wÕiMwi/NT and decompose it using (A-9) as
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi
T
= 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕwP¨Õi
FˇÕMFˇ
T
P¨iSw +
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕwP¨Õi
FˇÕMU¨i
T
Sw +
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕw
U¨ÕiMFˇ
T
P¨iSw
+ 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕw
U¨ÕiMU¨i
T
Sw.
Since Ass.4 holds and we condition on C = ‡ {F, . . . ,F≠Œ,Q}, the matrices M and Fˇ are
fixed. By Ass.1 the U¨i are also independent over i and we find
E
..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
P¨ÕiFˇÕMU¨i|C
.....
2
= tr
Y][E
A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
P¨ÕiFˇÕMU¨i
BQa 1
N
Nÿ
j=1
P¨ÕjFˇÕMU¨j
RbÕ ----C
Z^
\ ,
= tr
I
E
1
N2
Nÿ
i=1
P¨ÕiFˇÕMU¨iU¨ÕiMFˇP¨i
---CJ = O 3 1
N
4
,
because by Ass.1, 3 and 5 the P¨i and U¨i are independent, stationary variables with finite
variance. Therefore, E(P¨ÕiFˇÕMU¨i|C) = 0 and it follows that
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
P¨Õi
FˇÕMU¨i
T
= Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
and straightforward calculations using Ass.1-3 and 5 give,
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
P¨Õi
FˇÕMFˇ
T
P¨i =  P¨ +Op(N≠1/2),
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
U¨ÕiMU¨i
T
=  U¨ +Op(N≠1/2),
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with  P¨ = E(P¨ÕiFˇÕMFˇP¨i/T |C) = O(1) by Ass.3 and  U¨ = E(U¨ÕiMU¨i/T |C) = O(1) and
positive definite by Ass.1 and 5. Combining these results leads to
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi =  +Op(N≠1/2), (A-32)
with   =  P¨ + U¨ = O(1).
A.2.7 Proof of Lemma 7
Consider the estimator ‚‡2Á (.) defined in equation (27) evaluated at ”0 ”= ”, with ” = (ﬂ,—Õ)Õ
the true parameter vector. Suppose that pú Ø p and Ass.1-5 hold. We can then make use
of (A-10) to obtain,
‚‡2Á (”0) = 1N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÎM (yi ≠wi”0)Î2 = 1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÎM (wi(” ≠ ”0) + F“i + Ái)Î2 ,
= 1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
...M 1wi(” ≠ ”0)≠ U¯úC¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1“i + Ái2...2 ,
= 1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÎM (wi(” ≠ ”0) + Ái)Î2 +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
= 1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
(” ≠ ”0)ÕwÕiMwi(” ≠ ”0) +
1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
2(” ≠ ”0)ÕwÕiMÁi
+ 1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÁÕiMÁi +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-33)
since, denoting Â“i = C¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1“i, we have from Lemma 4 that for any Î” ≠ ”0Î <Œ,..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
Â“ ÕiU¯úÕMwi(” ≠ ”0)
..... Æ 1ÔN
..... 1ÔN
Nÿ
i=1
Â“ ÕiU¯úÕMwi
..... Î” ≠ ”0Î = Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
and because..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
Â“ ÕiU¯úÕMÁi
..... Æ 1N
..... 1ÔN
Nÿ
i=1
(ÁÕi ¢ Â“ Õi)
..... ...ÔNU¯ú... ÎMÎ = Op
3 1
N
4
, (A-34)..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
Â“ ÕiU¯úÕMU¯úÂ“i
..... Æ 1N
..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
(Â“ Õi ¢ Â“ Õi)
..... ...ÔNU¯ú...2 ÎMÎ = Op
3 1
N
4
, (A-35)
due to
... 1N qNi=1(Â“ Õi ¢ Â“ Õi)... = Op(1) and ... 1N qNi=1(ÁÕi ¢ Â“ Õi)... = Op(N≠1/2) by Ass.1 and 3,...U¯ú... = Op(N≠1/2) by Lemma 1 and ÎMÎ = O(1) by Lemma 2. Next, condition on
C = ‡ {F, . . . ,F≠Œ,Q} and take each term in (A-33) individually as N æŒ,
1
T ≠ c
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
(” ≠ ”0)ÕwÕiMwi(” ≠ ”0) =
T
T ≠ c(” ≠ ”0)
Õ (” ≠ ”0) +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-36)
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1
T ≠ c
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
2(” ≠ ”0)ÕwÕiMÁi = ≠‡2Á
 (ﬂ,H)
(T ≠ c)/2(” ≠ ”0)
Õq1 +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-37)
1
T ≠ c
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
ÁÕiMÁi = ‡2Á
T ≠ c
T ≠ c +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
= ‡2Á +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-38)
with   = E(wÕiMwi/T |C) = O(1) by Lemma 6 and the second result follows from (A-40)
of Theorem 1. Combining results gives
‚‡2Á (”0) = ‡2Á
A
1≠ (ﬂ≠ ﬂ0)  (ﬂ,H)(T ≠ c)/2
B
+ T
T ≠ c(” ≠ ”0)
Õ (” ≠ ”0) +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
where we used (” ≠ ”0)Õq1 = (ﬂ≠ ﬂ0). This proves (A-17).
Next, evaluating eq.(27) at ”0 = ” we have, employing (A-10) in ‚‡2Á(”),
‚‡2Á(”) = 1N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÎM(wi(” ≠ ”) + F“i + Ái)Î2 =
1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
...M(Ái ≠ U¯úÂ“i)...2 ,
= 1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÁÕiMÁi ≠ 2
1
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
Â“ ÕiU¯úÕMÁi + 1N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
Â“ ÕiU¯úÕMU¯úÂ“i,
which makes, by (A-34) and (A-35),
‚‡2Á(”) = 1N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÁÕiMÁi +Op
3 1
N
4
,
and proves (A-18) of the lemma.
A.3 Proof of theorems and corollaries
A.3.1 Proof of Theorem 1
The CCEP estimator for ” defined in (14) is
‚” = A 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi
T
B≠1 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMyi
T
= ‚ ≠1 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMyi
T
,
with ‚  = qNi=1wÕiMwi/NT = Op(1) by Lemma 5. Substituting in eq.(5) and making use
of Lemma 4 gives
‚” ≠ ” = ‚ ≠1 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiM [F“i + Ái]
T
= ‚ ≠1 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi
T
+Op
A
1Ô
N
B
. (A-39)
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Let the sequence Ÿi = {wÕiMÁi}iØ1 be generated on a probability space ( , T , P ) and
denote C the ‡-field generated by (F, . . . ,F≠Œ) and Q. Then, in model (1)-(3) the field
C is a sub-algebra of T , and the Ÿi are, conditional on C, independently distributed and
exchangeable across i (see Andrews, 2005, for a similar setup). Since ÎMÎ < Œ for all N
by Lemma 2 we have E ÎwÕiMÁiÎ < Œ uniformly over i under Ass.1-5. Therefore, from
Ass.1-3 we get
E (wÕiMÁi|C) = E (wÕiÁi|C)≠ E (wÕiHÁi|C) = ≠‡2Á (ﬂ,H)q1,
with  (ﬂ,H) = qT≠1t=1 ﬂt≠1qTs=t+1H(s, s≠ t), q1 = (1,0Õkx◊1)Õ and V ar (wÕiMÁi|C) = O(1).
Applying this result and using the conditional independence across i leads to
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi
T
= ≠‡
2
Á
T
 (ﬂ,H)q1 +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-40)
from which it follows that (also see Lemma 1 in Andrews, 2005),
plim
NæŒ
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi
T
= ≠‡
2
Á
T
 (ﬂ,Hú)q1,
where Hú = limNæŒH. Next, we have from Lemma 6,
‚  =  P¨ + U¨ +Op(N≠1/2),
with  P¨ = E(P¨ÕiFˇÕMFˇP¨i/T |C) = O(1) by Ass.3 and  U¨ = E(U¨ÕiMU¨i/T |C) = O(1) by
Ass.1 and 5. Hence, denoting   = limNæŒ ‚  =  P¨ + U¨ and combining results gives
plim
NæŒ
(‚” ≠ ”) = ≠‡2Á
T
 (ﬂ,Hú) ≠1q1, (A-41)
which is the result stated in eq.(22). Equations (20)-(21) in Theorem 1 are a reformulation
of (A-41) obtained by application of the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem and defining ’ =
plimNæŒ (XÕMQX)≠1XÕMQy≠1 and ‡2y˘≠1 = plimNæŒ(NT )
≠1yÕ≠1MXy≠1.
A.3.2 Proof of Corollary 1
From eq.(A-39) of Theorem 1 and application of the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem we have
plim
NæŒ
(‚ﬂ≠ ﬂ) = plim
NæŒ
yÕ≠1MXÁ
yÕ≠1MXy≠1
, (A-42)
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and note that with eq.(6) we can write y≠1 as
y≠1 = (IN ¢ ÿT )–+ ﬂy≠2 +X≠1— + (IN ¢ F≠1) + Á≠1,
= (IN ¢ ÿT ) ﬂ(L)≠1–+ ﬂ(L)≠1X≠1— + (IN ¢ ﬂ(L)≠1F≠1) + ﬂ(L)≠1Á≠1,
= (IN ¢ ÿT )–+ +X+≠1— + (IN ¢ F+≠1) + Á+≠1,
where we made use of Ass.5 for the invertability of ﬂ(L). This leads to
My≠1 = MX+≠1— + (IN ¢MF+≠1) +MÁ+≠1. (A-43)
From the strict exogeneity of X (Ass.1) and the independence of F and Á (Ass.2) follows
plim
NæŒ
1
NT
yÕ≠1MXÁ = plim
NæŒ
1
NT
yÕ≠1MÁ = plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Á+
Õ
≠1MÁ
= plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1MÁi. (A-44)
Conditional on C = ‡{F, . . . ,F≠Œ,Q} and defining ÊQ = BQ with B = IT ≠ ÿT ÿÕT/T , the
numerator of (A-42) is
plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1MÁi = plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1
Ë
(Ái ≠ Á¯i)≠ÊQ(ÊQÕÊQ)≠ÊQÕ (Ái ≠ Á¯i)È ,
= ≠ plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1Á¯i ≠ plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1ÊQ(ÊQÕÊQ)≠ÊQÕÁi,
= ≠‡
2
Á
T
A (ﬂ)≠ ‡
2
Á
T
T≠1ÿ
t=1
ﬂt≠1
Tÿ
s=t+1
ÊHú(s, s≠ t),
= ≠‡
2
Á
T
A (ﬂ)≠ ‡
2
Á
T
D(ﬂ,ÊHú), (A-45)
with A(ﬂ) = 11≠ﬂ
1
1≠ 1T 1≠ﬂ
T
1≠ﬂ
2
, D(ﬂ,ÊHú) = qT≠1t=1 ﬂt≠1qTs=t+1ÊHú(s, s≠t) and ÊHú the asymp-
totic projection matrix ÊHú = limNæŒÊQ(ÊQÕÊQ)≠ÊQÕ.
Turning to the denominator of equation (A-42), using (A-43) we get
yÕ≠1MXy≠1 =
...Mx 1MX+≠1— + (IN ¢MF+≠1) +MÁ+≠12...2 ,
=
...MXX+≠1—...2 + ...MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) ...2 + ...MXÁ+≠1...2
+2—ÕX+Õ≠1MXÁ+≠1 + 2—ÕX+
Õ
≠1MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) + 2 Õ(IN ¢ F+Õ≠1)MXÁ+≠1.
Defining
C+ =
...MXX+≠1—...2 + ...MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) ...2 + 2—ÕX+Õ≠1MXÁ+≠1
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+2—ÕX+Õ≠1MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) + 2 Õ(IN ¢ F+Õ≠1)MXÁ+≠1,
and taking the probability limit (conditional on C) gives
plim
NæŒ
1
NT
C+ = plim
NæŒ
1
NT
...MXX+≠1—...2 + plim
NæŒ
1
NT
...MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) ...2
+ plim
NæŒ
1
NT
2—ÕX+Õ≠1MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) , (A-46)
because by Ass.1-3
plim
NæŒ
1
NT
2 Õ(IN ¢ F+Õ≠1)MXÁ+≠1 = 0,
plim
NæŒ
1
NT
2—ÕX+Õ≠1MXÁ+≠1 = 0.
Hence
plim
NæŒ
1
NT
yÕ≠1MXy≠1 = plim
NæŒ
1
NT
...MXÁ+≠1...2 + plim
NæŒ
1
NT
C+,
= plim
NæŒ
1
NT
...MÁ+≠1...2 ≠ plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Á+
Õ
≠1MX (XÕMX)
≠1XÕMÁ+≠1
+ plim
NæŒ
1
NT
C+,
= plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1MÁ+i,≠1 + plim
NæŒ
1
NT
C+. (A-47)
Focusing on the first term of (A-47) and using earlier definitions gives
plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1MÁ+i,≠1 = plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1
Ë1
Á+i,≠1 ≠ Á¯+i,≠1
2
≠ÊQ(ÊQÕÊQ)≠ÊQÕ 1Á+i,≠1 ≠ Á¯+i,≠12È ,
= plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Tÿ
t=1
Nÿ
i=1
1
Á+i,t≠1 ≠ Á¯+i,≠1
22 ≠ plim
NæŒ
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
Á+
Õ
i,≠1ÊHÁ+i,≠1,
= ‡
2
Á
T
B (ﬂ)≠ ‡
2
Á
1≠ ﬂ2
1
T
C
tr(ÊHú) + 2ﬂ T≠1ÿ
t=1
ﬂt≠1
Tÿ
s=t+1
ÊHú(s, s≠ t)D ,
= ‡
2
Á
T
A
B (ﬂ)≠ 11≠ ﬂ2
Ë
c≠ 1 + 2ﬂD(ﬂ,ÊHú)ÈB , (A-48)
where B(ﬂ) = T1≠ﬂ2
1
1≠ 1T 1+ﬂ1≠ﬂ ≠ 2ﬂT 2 1≠ﬂ
T
(1≠ﬂ)2
2
.
Combining (A-45), (A-46) and (A-48)
plim
NæŒ
(‚ﬂ≠ ﬂ) = ≠‡2ÁT
1
A (ﬂ) +D(ﬂ,ÊHú)2
‡2Á
T
1
B (ﬂ)≠ 11≠ﬂ2
Ë
c≠ 1 + 2ﬂD(ﬂ,ÊHú)È2+ plimNæŒ 1NTC+ ,
45
= ≠A (ﬂ)≠D(ﬂ,
ÊHú)
B (ﬂ)≠ 11≠ﬂ2
Ë
c≠ 1 + 2ﬂD(ﬂ,ÊHú)È+ plimNæŒ 1N‡2ÁC+ , (A-49)
which we reformulate in Corollary 1 to
plim
NæŒ
(‚ﬂ≠ ﬂ) = ≠
Ë
A (ﬂ) +D(ﬂ,ÊHú)ÈË
B (ﬂ)≠ E(ﬂ,ÊHú) + TCÈ , (A-50)
where E(ﬂ,ÊHú) = 11≠ﬂ2 Ëc≠ 1 + 2ﬂD(ﬂ,ÊHú)È and
C = plim
NæŒ
1
NT‡2Á
3...MXX+≠1—...2 + ...MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) ...2 + 2—ÕX+Õ≠1MX(IN ¢ F+≠1) 4 ,
= plim
NæŒ
1
NT‡2Á
1
—ÕX+Õ≠1MXX+≠1— + ÕF+
Õ
≠1MXF+≠1 + 2—ÕX+
Õ
≠1MXF+≠1 
2
,
= plim
NæŒ
—Õ x˘— + Õ f˘ + 2—Õ x˘,˘f 
‡2Á
,
with  x˘ = X+
Õ
≠1MXX+≠1/NT ,  f˘ = F+
Õ
≠1MXF+≠1/NT ,  x˘,˘f = X+
Õ
≠1MXF+≠1/NT and F+≠1 =
(IN ¢ F+≠1).
A.3.3 Proof of Theorem 2
Let „(”0) be the vector of moment conditions employed by CCEPbc in (28) evaluated at
”0 ”= ”, with ” the population parameter vector ” = (ﬂ,—Õ)Õ. Multiplying by ‚  and solving
in eq.(5) gives
‚ „(”0) = 1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMyi ≠
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi”0 +
1
T
‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂ0,H)q1,
= ‚  (” ≠ ”0) + 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi
T
+ 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i +
1
T
‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂ0,H)q1,
= ‚ (” ≠ ”0) + 1
T
A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi + ‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂ0,H)q1
B
+Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-51)
because qNi=1wÕiMF“i/NT = Op(N≠1/2) by Lemma 4. Consider the middle term. From
Lemma 7, conditional on C = ‡{F, . . . ,F≠Œ,Q} and provided that Î” ≠ ”0Î <Œ,
‚‡2Á (”0) = ‡2Á
A
1≠ (ﬂ≠ ﬂ0)  (ﬂ,H)(T ≠ c)/2
B
+ T
T ≠ c(” ≠ ”0)
Õ (” ≠ ”0) +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
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with   = O(1) by Lemma 6, and by Theorem 1,
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi = ≠‡2Á (ﬂ,H)q1 +Op(N≠1/2).
As such, we can write as N æŒ,A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi + ‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂ0,H)q1
B
,
= ≠‡2Áq1
I
 (ﬂ,Hú)≠ (ﬂ0,Hú)
C
1≠ (ﬂ≠ ﬂ0)  (ﬂ,H
ú)
(T ≠ c)/2 +
(” ≠ ”0)Õ (” ≠ ”0)
‡2Á(T ≠ c)/T
DJ
+ op(1),
= ≠‡2Áq1vec(LÕHú)Õ
I
vec(J≠1(ﬂ))≠ vec(J≠1(ﬂ0))
◊
C
1≠ (ﬂ≠ ﬂ0)  (ﬂ,H
ú)
(T ≠ c)/2 +
(” ≠ ”0)Õ (” ≠ ”0)
‡2Á(T ≠ c)/T
DJ
+ op(1),
which uses  (ﬂ,Hú) = vec(LÕHú)Õvec(J≠1(ﬂ)) with L a T ◊ T lag operator matrix with
ones on the first sub-diagonal, and J(ﬂ) is a T ◊ T matrix of zeros with 1 on the main
diagonal and ≠ﬂ on the first sub-diagonal. Substituting this result in (A-51) leads to...„(”0)≠ Â„(”0)... = op(1) for Î” ≠ ”0Î <Œ, with
Â„(”0) = (” ≠ ”0)≠ 1
T
‡2Á ≠1q1vec(LÕHú)Õ
Y][vec
3
J≠1(ﬂ)
4
≠ vec
3
J≠1(ﬂ0)
4
◊
C
1≠ (ﬂ≠ ﬂ0)  (ﬂ,H
ú)
(T ≠ c)/2 +
(” ≠ ”0)Õ (” ≠ ”0)
‡2Á(T ≠ c)/T
D Z^
\. (A-52)
In (A-52) we note that Î (ﬂ0,Hú)Î Æ ÎLÎ ÎHúÎ ÎJ≠1(ﬂ0)Î < Œ since ÎHúÎ = Ôc from
Lemma 2 and ÎJ≠1(ﬂ0)Î < Œ for any finite ﬂ0 (and where |ﬂ|< 1 by Ass.5 ensures
 (ﬂ,Hú) < Œ). Hence, since T > c with   = O(1) by Lemma 6 and ‡2Á < Œ by
Ass.1 this implies
...Â„(”0)... <Œ provided Î” ≠ ”0Î <Œ. Also, from (A-52),
Â„(”0) = 0(1+kx)◊1, for ”0 = ”.
Therefore, taking that Â„(”0) = 0 implies ”0 = ” and assuming that the admissible param-
eter space ‰ œ R1+kx in (28) is compact with ” contained in its interior, the conditions of
theorem 2.6 in Newey and McFadden (1994) are satisfied (recall that observations are i.i.d.
conditional on C) and
‚”bc ≠æ ”,
as N æŒ.
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A.3.4 Proof of Corollary 2
Recall from Theorem 2 that CCEPbc sets „(”0) = 0(1+kx)◊1, which eq.(A-52) shows is
„(”0) = (” ≠ ”0) +O(T≠1) as N æŒ.
Therefore, letting next T æŒ gives
„(”0) = (” ≠ ”0) as (N, T )seq. æŒ,
such that „(”0) can only be zero for ”0 = ” and it follows that ‚”bc æ ”.
A.3.5 Proof of Theorem 3
Recall that „(”0) = ‚” ≠ mú(”0) = 0 is the vector of moment conditions employed by
CCEPbc and note that setting „(”0) = 0 is identical to solving Ï(”0) = ‚ „(”0) = 0.
Therefore, the CCEPbc estimator
‚”bc = argmin
”0œ‰
1
2 ÎÏ(”0)Î
2 , (A-53)
is equivalent to (28) presented in the main text. The asymptotic distribution of ‚”bc follows
from the distribution of Ï(”0), where the latter can be decomposed using eq.(5) as,
Ï(”0) =
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMyi ≠
1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi”0 +
1
T
‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂbc,H)q1,
= 1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi (” ≠ ”0) +
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi
T
+ 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i +
1
T
‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂbc,H)q1,
= 1
NT
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi(” ≠ ”0) +
1
T
A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi + ‚‡2Á(”0) (ﬂbc,H)q1
B
+ 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i,
and evaluated at ”0 = ” we have,
Ï(”) = 1
T
A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi + ‚‡2Á(”) (ﬂ,H)q1
B
+ 1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i. (A-54)
Consider the final term. Substituting in (A-9) and employing (A-10) by Ass.4 leads to
b÷ =
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i = ≠
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMU¯ú
T
Â÷i = ≠ 1N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕw(P¨ÕiFˇÕ + U¨Õi)MU¯ú
T
Â÷i, (A-55)
= ≠
A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
Â÷Õi ¢ SÕwP¨Õi
B
vec(T≠1FˇÕMU¯ú) +Op
3 1
N
4
, (A-56)
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because Â÷i = C¯ú(C¯úÕC¯ú)≠1÷i and ÎMÎ = O(1) of Lemma 2 gives,..... 1N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕwU¨ÕiMU¯ú
T
Â÷i
..... Æ 1N
..... 1ÔNT
Nÿ
i=1
1Â÷Õi ¢ SÕwU¨Õi2
..... ÎMÎ ...ÔNU¯ú... = Op
3 1
N
4
.
Therefore, as shown in Lemma 4,
b÷ = ≠
A
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
Â÷Õi ¢ SÕwP¨Õi
B
vec(T≠1FˇÕMU¯ú) +Op
3 1
N
4
= Op
A
1Ô
N
B
. (A-57)
Next, from Lemma 7,
‚‡2Á(”) = 1N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
ÁÕiMÁi +Op
3 1
N
4
,
and combining these results in (A-54) gives for the moments evaluated at ”0 = ”,
Ô
NÏ(”) = 1Ô
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi
T
+
qN
i=1 Á
Õ
iMÁiÔ
NT (T ≠ c) (ﬂ,H)q1
≠ 1Ô
N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕwP¨ÕiFˇÕMU¯ú
T
Â÷i +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
. (A-58)
To proceed, let the sequence {· i}iØ1 of (1 + kx)◊ 1 vectors
· i = wÕiMÁi +
1
T ≠ cÁ
Õ
iMÁi (ﬂ,H)q1 ≠ SÕwP¨ÕiFˇÕMU¯úÂ÷i, (A-59)
be defined on a probability space ( ,S, P ) and let Si be the filtration generated by {· j}ij=1.
Then, in model (1)-(3) the ‡-algebra C = ‡{F, . . . ,F≠Œ,Q} is a sub-field of S and the
sequence {· i}iØ1 is, conditional on C, independently distributed and exchangeable across i.
If Fi denotes the ‡-field generated by the union of C and Si, then {· i ≠ E(· i|Fi≠1),Fi}iØ1
is a martingale di erence sequence (m.d.s.) by the conditional independence of · i and
E (· i|Fi≠1) = E (· i|C) =E (wÕiMÁi|C) +
1
T ≠ cE (Á
Õ
iMÁi|C) (ﬂ,H)q1
≠ E(Â÷Õi ¢ SÕwP¨Õi)vec(FˇÕMU¯ú),
=≠ ‡2Á (ﬂ,H)q1 + ‡2Á
T ≠ c
T ≠ c (ﬂ,H)q1 ≠ Ívec(Fˇ
ÕMU¯ú),
=(‡2Á ≠ ‡2Á) (ﬂ,H)q1 ≠ Ívec(FˇÕMU¯ú),
=≠ Ívec(FˇÕMU¯ú),
with Í = E(Â÷Õi ¢ SÕwP¨Õi) and E(· i ≠ E(· i|Fi≠1)|Fi≠1) = 0. Conditional on C we also haveqN
i=1 Á
Õ
iMÁi
N(T ≠ c) = ‡
2
Á +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-60)
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1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi = ≠‡2Á (ﬂ,H)q1 +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-61)
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕwP¨ÕiFˇÕMU¯úÂ÷i = Ívec(FˇÕMU¯ú) +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-62)
such that combining (A-60)-(A-61) gives for the first two terms in (A-58),
bÁ =
1
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi +
qN
i=1 Á
Õ
iMÁi
N(T ≠ c)  (ﬂ,H)q1 +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
= (‡2Á ≠ ‡2Á) (ﬂ,H)q1 +Op(N≠1/2) = Op(N≠1/2), (A-63)
and
1Ô
N
Nÿ
i=1
SÕwP¨ÕiFˇÕMU¯úÂ÷i = Ívec(FˇÕMÔNU¯ú) +Op (1) = Op(1), (A-64)
where Ívec(FˇÕM
Ô
NU¯ú) = O(1) because U¯ú is Op(N≠1/2) and ÎÍÎ <Œ by Ass.3. Accord-
ingly,
Ô
N ·¯ = Op(1). A conditional Lindeberg condition holds from Lemma 2, the moment
bounds in Ass.1 and 3 and because · i is conditionally i.i.d. such that by a CLT for m.d.s.
(Corollary 3.1, Hall and Heyde, 1980, p.58),
1Ô
N
Nÿ
i=1
T≠1
1
· i + Ívec(FˇÕMU¯ú)
2
NæŒ≠æ  1/2Z ,
where Z ≥ N (0, I1+kx) and   = E(Â· iÂ· Õi|C)/T 2 with Â· i = · i+Ívec(FˇÕMU¯ú). Hence, with
r(C) = ≠Ívec(T≠1FˇÕMU¯ú) we have, because Ï(”) = ·¯/T ,
Ô
N(Ï(”)≠ r(C)) NæŒ≠æ N (0, ) . (A-65)
Next, note from eq.(A-53) that the CCEPbc estimator employs the orthogonality condition
Ò(”0) = 0, with Ò(”0) the gradient evaluated at ”0,
Ò(”0) = Ja(”0)ÕÏ(”0),
and Ja(”0) is the (1 + kx)◊ (1 + kx) Jacobian matrix in the sample evaluated at ”0,
Ja(”0) =
 (ﬂ0,H)
T
C
q1 ¢
A
ˆ‚‡2Á(”0)
ˆ”0
BÕ
+
A ‚‡2Á(”0)
 (ﬂ0,H)
BA
ˆ (ﬂ0,H)
ˆ”0
BÕD
≠ ‚ , (A-66)
with
ˆ‚‡2Á(”0)
ˆ”0
= 2
N(T ≠ c)
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMwi
1
”0 ≠ ‚”2 = 2 T
T ≠ c
‚ 1”0 ≠ ‚”2, (A-67)
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ˆ (ﬂ0,H)
ˆ”0
=
A
T≠1ÿ
t=1
(t≠ 1)ﬂt≠20
Tÿ
s=t+1
H(s, s≠ t)
B
q1. (A-68)
Consider then that conditional on C, ‚  æ   converges to a fixed positive definite matrix
as N æ Œ by Lemma 6 and that from Lemma 7 and (A-60) also ‚‡2Á(”) æ ‡2Á such that
plimNæŒ Ja(”) =   is fixed and full rank. As such, with Theorem 2, eq.(A-65) and the
moment bounds under Ass.1-5 it is clear that conditional on C the conditions as in Newey
and McFadden (1994) are met, such that we get using standard arguments as N æŒ
Ô
N(‚”bc ≠ ”) ≠æ ≠ 1 Õ 2≠1 ÕÔNÏ(”),
which leads to, given (A-65),
Ô
N(‚”bc ≠ ”) ≠æ 1 Õ 2≠1 Õ 1/2Z + 1 Õ 2≠1 ÕÔNr(C),
and therefore,
Ô
N
1‚”bc ≠ ”2 NæŒ≠æ N 3b(C), 1 Õ 2≠1 Õ   1 Õ 2≠14 , (A-69)
with
b(C) =
1
 Õ 
2≠1 ÕÔNr(C) = ≠ 1 Õ 2≠1 ÕÍvec(T≠1FˇÕMÔNU¯ú). (A-70)
It remains to show that b(C) = 0 if m = 1 and p = 0. To see this, note that in this setting,
by Lemma 4,
1Ô
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMF
T
“i = Op
A
1Ô
N
B
,
such that (A-58) simplifies to
Ô
NÏ(”) = 1Ô
N
Nÿ
i=1
wÕiMÁi
T
+
qN
i=1 Á
Õ
iMÁiÔ
NT (T ≠ c) (ﬂ,H)q1 +Op
A
1Ô
N
B
, (A-71)
which implies that r(C) = 0, and in turn also b(C) = 0.
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Appendix B Additional simulation tables
Table B-1: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ and — : baseline design with ﬂ = 0.4
Results for ‚ﬂ
bias rmse sizeb
Estimator (N,T) 10 20 30 50 10 20 30 50 10 20 30 50
CCEP 25 -0.198 -0.091 -0.058 -0.035 0.222 0.102 0.067 0.042 0.61 0.55 0.43 0.32
100 -0.201 -0.093 -0.061 -0.036 0.216 0.098 0.064 0.038 0.92 0.97 0.94 0.84
500 -0.199 -0.095 -0.061 -0.036 0.213 0.097 0.062 0.037 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
5000 -0.200 -0.094 -0.062 -0.036 0.215 0.096 0.062 0.036 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
CCEPbc 25 -0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.000 0.093 0.045 0.033 0.024 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.06
100 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000 0.043 0.022 0.016 0.012 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05
500 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.010 0.007 0.005 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
5000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05
CCEPjk 25 0.070 0.015 0.008 0.003 0.267 0.069 0.042 0.028 0.41 0.20 0.13 0.09
100 0.075 0.015 0.007 0.003 0.233 0.049 0.025 0.014 0.63 0.36 0.19 0.09
500 0.077 0.017 0.008 0.003 0.228 0.043 0.019 0.008 0.75 0.64 0.44 0.18
5000 0.079 0.016 0.009 0.003 0.220 0.040 0.017 0.006 0.82 0.80 0.75 0.58
FLSbc 25 -0.085 -0.018 -0.007 -0.003 0.130 0.052 0.037 0.026 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.02
100 -0.105 -0.026 -0.012 -0.005 0.114 0.034 0.020 0.012 0.60 0.20 0.10 0.06
500 -0.110 -0.026 -0.012 -0.005 0.112 0.029 0.014 0.007 0.96 0.72 0.39 0.14
5000 -0.109 -0.026 -0.012 -0.005 0.110 0.028 0.012 0.005 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.77
Results for ‚—
CCEP 25 -0.033 -0.010 -0.005 -0.002 0.086 0.048 0.036 0.028 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06
100 -0.033 -0.008 -0.004 -0.001 0.055 0.025 0.018 0.014 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.06
500 -0.033 -0.008 -0.003 -0.001 0.042 0.014 0.009 0.006 0.40 0.13 0.08 0.06
5000 -0.032 -0.008 -0.004 -0.001 0.040 0.009 0.004 0.002 0.77 0.60 0.27 0.11
CCEPbc 25 0.000 -0.002 -0.002 0.000 0.080 0.047 0.037 0.028 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.05
100 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.038 0.023 0.018 0.014 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06
500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.010 0.008 0.006 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05
5000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.05
CCEPjk 25 0.087 0.016 0.006 0.002 0.185 0.060 0.041 0.030 0.35 0.11 0.09 0.07
100 0.083 0.018 0.008 0.003 0.134 0.035 0.021 0.015 0.54 0.20 0.09 0.07
500 0.081 0.017 0.008 0.003 0.123 0.025 0.013 0.007 0.74 0.42 0.20 0.09
5000 0.081 0.018 0.008 0.003 0.119 0.022 0.009 0.003 0.88 0.85 0.76 0.31
FLSbc 25 -0.002 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.085 0.057 0.043 0.032 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.01
100 -0.016 -0.001 0.000 0.001 0.044 0.024 0.018 0.014 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.04
500 -0.022 -0.003 -0.001 0.000 0.029 0.011 0.008 0.006 0.32 0.06 0.06 0.05
5000 -0.021 -0.003 -0.001 0.000 0.025 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.85 0.21 0.08 0.06
Note: See Table 1, but with ﬂ = 0.4 and — = 0.6
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Table B-3: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ : dynamics in zit with strong factors (N = 25)
bias rmse sizeb bias rmse sizeb bias rmse sizeb bias rmse sizeb
one factor
T = 10 T = 20 T = 30 T = 50
CCEP_p0(+g) ≠0.530 0.563 0.90 ≠0.236 0.251 0.95 ≠0.140 0.149 0.94 ≠0.076 0.081 0.90
CCEP_p1(+g) ≠0.666 0.702 0.81 ≠0.261 0.279 0.93 ≠0.148 0.159 0.93 ≠0.078 0.084 0.89
CCEP_pT (+g) - - - ≠0.321 0.343 0.89 ≠0.196 0.210 0.88 ≠0.090 0.096 0.88
CCEPbc_p0(+g) ≠0.014 0.193 0.04 ≠0.006 0.073 0.06 ≠0.002 0.040 0.05 ≠0.002 0.023 0.06
CCEPbc_p1(+g) ≠0.033 0.265 0.03 ≠0.002 0.084 0.05 ≠0.001 0.044 0.04 0.000 0.023 0.05
CCEPbc_pT (+g) - - - ≠0.006 0.106 0.03 ≠0.004 0.061 0.05 ≠0.001 0.026 0.04
CCEPjk_p1(+g) - - - 0.123 0.244 0.13 0.084 0.139 0.21 0.034 0.058 0.17
FLSbc ≠0.254 0.270 0.47 ≠0.057 0.081 0.06 ≠0.026 0.048 0.04 ≠0.011 0.029 0.04
two factors
T = 10 T = 20 T = 30 T = 50
CCEP_p0(+g) ≠0.560 0.590 0.93 ≠0.252 0.268 0.97 ≠0.156 0.164 0.97 ≠0.085 0.090 0.95
CCEP_p1(+g) ≠0.720 0.750 0.86 ≠0.294 0.310 0.96 ≠0.169 0.177 0.96 ≠0.086 0.091 0.93
CCEP_pT (+g) - - - ≠0.364 0.383 0.94 ≠0.225 0.239 0.94 ≠0.101 0.106 0.94
CCEPbc_p0(+g) ≠0.021 0.204 0.05 ≠0.015 0.075 0.07 ≠0.010 0.043 0.06 ≠0.007 0.024 0.06
CCEPbc_p1(+g) ≠0.023 0.275 0.03 ≠0.005 0.090 0.07 ≠0.002 0.045 0.05 ≠0.001 0.024 0.05
CCEPbc_pT (+g) - - - ≠0.009 0.109 0.05 0.000 0.065 0.05 0.000 0.027 0.04
CCEPjk_p1(+g) - - - 0.120 0.240 0.14 0.090 0.149 0.24 0.044 0.064 0.22
FLSbc ≠0.524 0.526 0.89 ≠0.138 0.162 0.19 ≠0.047 0.072 0.06 ≠0.012 0.033 0.03
Note: see Table 4 but with N = 25.
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Appendix C Additional figures
Figure 2: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ : Boxplots for CCEP and CCEPbc estimators over N
for one normal factor (m = 1, RI = 1) with T = 10
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Notes:
(i) Reported are simulation results for estimating ﬂ in the baseline case for T = 10 and N = 25, 50, 100, ..., 50.000
(see notes Table 1). The CCEP estimators with a (+g) su x (lower panel) make use of the gt variable to project
out the factors.
(ii) Dotted red lines indicate the population parameter value (ﬂ = 0.8). The boxplot ’whiskers’ extend to the most
extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box.
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Figure 3: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ : Boxplots for CCEP and CCEPbc estimators over N
for one strong factor (m = 1, RI = 3) with T = 10.
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Notes:
(i) Reported are simulation results for estimating ﬂ = 0.8 with m = 1 and RI = 3 for N = 25, 50, 100, ..., 50.000.
The CCEP estimators with a (+g) su x (lower panel) make use of the gt variable to project out the factors.
(ii) Dotted red lines indicate the population parameter value (ﬂ = 0.8). The boxplot ’whiskers’ extend to the most
extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box.
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Figure 4: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ : Boxplots for CCEP and CCEPbc estimators over N
for two normal factors (m = 2, RI = 1) with T = 10.
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Notes:
(i) Reported are simulation results for estimating ﬂ = 0.8 with m = 2 and RI = 1 for N = 25, 50, 100, ..., 50.000.
The CCEP estimators with a (+g) su x (lower panel) make use of the gt variable to project out the factors.
(ii) Dotted red lines indicate the population parameter value (ﬂ = 0.8). The boxplot ’whiskers’ extend to the most
extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box.
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Figure 5: Monte Carlo results for ﬂ: Boxplots for CCEP and CCEPbc estimators over N
for two strong factors (m = 2, RI = 3) with T = 10.
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Notes:
(i) Reported are simulation results for estimating ﬂ = 0.8 with m = 2 and RI = 3 for N = 25, 50, 100, ..., 50.000.
The CCEP estimators with a (+g) su x (lower panel) make use of the gt variable to project out the factors.
(ii) Dotted red lines indicate the population parameter value (ﬂ = 0.8). The boxplot ’whiskers’ extend to the most
extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box.
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